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The Architecture of
Multigenerational Living

NEW

COME TOGETHER
Editors: gestalten & Joann Plockova
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 288 pages,
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-96704-004-3

RELEASE (EUROPE & UK): SEPTEMBER 2021
R E L E A S E ( I N T E R N AT I O N A L ) : N O V E M B E R 2 0 2 1

Grand designs for grandparents, grandkids,
and everybody in between.
SAMPLE COVER

↑ Ignimpor estinim qui qui dus ex ex et is dit rero idionest vend erchit ut fugitem qui tem sequam cum
↗ comnis aut ad rero velestorum atet ut et ut et, nis et vel im eum essiti. → bla volupta perestem volor
aut et por re eos explicia sumquae nus dem eum sum qui re volent, volut utae es culpa

38

Three, four, or sometimes more generations
of the same family often opt to live together
under one roof. The 20th-century emphasis
on a single-family home for the suburban
family or a swanky bachelor pad is falling
short of modern needs, instead, we are seeing
more tiers of the family unit preferring to
live together.
Come Together explores the why, what,
where, and perhaps most importantly, the
how, of homes that succeed to be liveable
for multiple generations. With insight from
inhabitants cohabiting in multigenerational
homes, this book explores subjects such as
the opportunity to care for one another, how
to save on costs, and why this lifestyle can
forge closer relationships. Featuring architecturally stunning designs from around the
globe, Come Together points to the changing
face of the family home.

Traditional Thai Family Living
Quat volesci pissinus re ped ma
corecate cullicia
velit evenimi, con
et liquo dis eumet
et alignat empost
re volut adipsanturi voluptature
as pro od qui ne
velestinus et am rem des quo ipit reium fugitat endanimin porerum nimintiur? Quiam fuga.
Tem et rectatia simaximus.
Ulliatiossit eos am enia sam int inia se di
iminvelest, que pla cor moluptata ne vollorporro idenda sit rerum harchiciur sunt ommo
torecto test lab in natem que quost eos expelessequi te peditia ne ipsus es mo maxima ne
re sa dolorehent volupta quis ma quod quost,
oditiatium fugit adigniati doloriore voluptatem fugiatem quam quae et laborpo restisitio.
Ignam, tem et molende ndist, nis iducide si in
pa sum quaesci untoratem reptio quatio. Inctem
volupta sserecto voluptiam, optam untibusae
nihit quam, coria dunt veratem olupta con
eturendae. Ut expella illauda susto exernam,

REGEN HOUSE
EK AR

K H WA E N G B A N G
BUMRU, THAIL AND

← Ignimpor estinim qui qui dus ex ex et is dit idionest
vend erchit ut fugitem qui tem sequam cum que cus
volut iumquam comnis aut velestorum atet ut et ut et,
nis et vel im eum essiti. ↓ bla volupta perestem volor
aut et por re eos explicia sumquae nus dem eum sum

WHAT TO EXPECT

• Photography of multigenerational homes
around the world, as well as innovative,
community-oriented housing
• The voices of leading architects to understand on the benefits of this family style
living, and how to design for all ages
• In-depth features that investigate
cultural, historical, and sociological
nuances of multigenerational living

↖ Ignimpor estinim qui qui dus ex ex et is dit rero idionest vend erchit ut fugitem qui tem sequam cum
← comnis aut ad rero velestorum atet ut et ut et, nis et vel im eum essiti. ↑ bla volupta perestem volor
aut et por re eos explicia sumquae nus dem eum sum qui re volent, volut utae es culpa
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JOANN PLOCKOVA
is a renowned design writer who contributes to
the New York Times international homes section.
She also writes for the likes of Monocle, Azure,
and the Financial Times House & Home. She lives
and works from Prague, her adopted home, and
the US, her original one, whilst living part-time
in a multigenerational home.
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– Matanzas, Chile –

OVERLOOKING THE
CHILEAN PACIFIC

Enchanting Cabins, Shacks,
and Hideaways

CROXATTO & OPAZO ARQUITECTOS

Sitting on a steep cliff overlooking the sea, this pair of bi-level
boutique cabins are built from recycled oak, and positioned to
protect the outdoor spaces from the ocean wind.

NEW

CABIN FEVER
Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 288 pages,
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-96704-030-2

RELEASE (EUROPE & UK): SEPTEMBER 2021
R E L E A S E ( I N T E R N AT I O N A L ) : O CTO B E R 2 0 2 1

Cabins are booming. Escape the city and discover
a range of stylish and otherworldly sanctuaries
in remote surroundings.
SAMPLE COVER

2

3

Nestled in thriving woodlands, overlooking
bodies of water, or even exposed to the elements on a mountain’s peak, architects are
contending to create high-impact spaces on
a small scale. Cabin Fever takes a broad look
at remote retreats designed to make the most
of their natural surroundings and illustrates
why the call of the wild is louder than ever.
A desire to escape the commotion of the city
without sacrificing creature comforts is
something felt by many; especially in today’s
interconnected world.
Featuring rustic timber cabins on stilts,
mirrored pods in the woods, and otherworldly
off-grid getaways, Cabin Fever showcases a new
wave of modern hideaways, all remotely positioned and away from the hustle and bustle.

top_ Lorem Ipsum.
below_ Lorem Ipsum.
left_ Lorem Ipsum.

Curabitur ullamcorper ultricies nisi. Nam
eget dui. Maecenas tempus, tellus eget condimentum rhoncus, sem quam semper dictum felis eu peden enim justo, rhoncus ut,
imperdiet a, venenatis vitae, justo. Nullam
dictum felis eu pede mollis pretium. Integer
tincidunt. vel augue. Curabitur ullamcorper
ultricies nisi. Nam eget dui. Etiam rhoncus.
Maecenas tempus, tellus eget condimentum
rhoncus, sem quam semper libero, sit amet
adipiscing sem neque sed ipsum. Nullam
dictum felis eu pede mollis pretium. Integer
tincidunn enim justo, rhoncus ut, imperdiet a,
venenatis vitae, justo. Nullam dictum felis eu
pede mollis pretium. Integer tincidunt. vel
augue. Curabitur ullamcorper ultricies nisi.
Nam eget dui. Etiam rhoncus. Maecenas

14
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WHAT TO EXPECT

• Stunning interior photography and
on-location shots of some of the most
exciting small-scale architecture from
around the world
• A look at how architects are using innovative design methods to blend in with
breathtaking natural surroundings
• Vacation inspiration that will have
you packing your bags and running
for the hills

"These cabins situated on Chiles
long shoreline are about as wild and
remote as you can get."

A

forem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing
elit. Aenean commodo ligula eget dolor. Aenean
massa. Cum sociis natoque penatibus et magnis dis
parturient montes, nascetur ridiculus mus. Donec quam felis,
ultricies nec, pellentesque eu, pretium quis, sem. Nulla consequat massa quis enim. Donec pede justo, fringilla vel, aliquet
nec, vulputate eget, arcu. In enim justo, rhoncus ut, imperdiet a,
venenatis vitae, justo. Nullam dictum felis eu pede mollis pretium. Integer tincidunt. vel augue. Curabitur ullamcorper ultricies nisi. Nam eget dui. Etiam rhoncus. Maecenas tempus, tellus
eget condimentum rhoncus, sem quam semper libero, sit amet
adipiscing sem neque sed ipsum. Nullam dictum felis eu pede
mollis pretium. Integer tincidunt. vel augue. Curabitur ullamcorper ultricies nisi. Nam eget dui. Maecenas tempus, tellus eget
condimentum rhoncus, sem quam semper dictum felis eu pedeUcit di digendi sita qui odiatem porero vellest ibearion cus,
ommoluptas dolorrunt quo dis modionet poreseq uaspero ma
invendae que volupta eratem sapis voloria qui doluptam, in
corest etur? Qui temporeped exeribus. Gendi utaquatus dolendam as que ommod esto te rerchicilit ventestium nes et aspitio
blaccul parupta vellaut fugitatur sequaes tiatis dolum entur reicate susae condimentum rhoncus, sem quam semper felis ad
Undem autatur rescidellor rest venihil et, occulpa rchitaspis sunt
officidem earciendae simus qui nimo dolupta dit ea ad nus
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YOU MIGHT ALSO LIKE
OUT OF THE WOODS
Architecture and Interiors
Built from Wood
Editor: gestalten
€ 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-859-3
5
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Family-friendly
Interiors & Design

NEW

INSPIRING FAMILY HOMES
Editors: gestalten & MilK Magazine
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 256 pages,
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 45 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-96704-000-5

RELEASE (EUROPE & UK): AUGUST 2021
R E L E A S E ( I N T E R N AT I O N A L ) : S E P T E M B E R 2 0 2 1

A book for design-conscious individuals looking
to create stylish and inclusive family homes
curated by trendsetting MilK Magazine.
SAMPLE COVER

It is often said that a family creates a home,
and the home keeps the family together.
This book explores what it means to live and
share a space with those closest to us from
a design perspective. Inspiring Family Homes
takes the reader around the world, opening
the doors of all kinds of homes, with all kinds
of families. It shows how to work around the
challenges of sharing a space with children
and to eventually create a place for gathering
and growing. By showcasing the adaptable and
flexible ways to foster an environment for
everyone, this title shows why you don't have
to give up a love of design. MilK Magazine, the
go-to platform for both world-class interior
and family living, selects its most special
stories in a title essential for any home and
every family.

WHO

WHERE

WHAT

FAMILY DUPOND

PARIS

DESIGN

A family
Book

Catempor rehenda dent, sum faccum, cus as rem que ni sitatia non reresti volecus doluptates magnis ad ut volestiae
conse pro ommos as a volupti adis erchil est, sunt quo is aut
adiosae et ipsa non cus modia volest es dolorenimi, nate
commolorepel mosam nonsequissit ipsume anisitestrum digenis eatur, te con cus numentur?
Aximi, inciduntur, ut quiasin eos molent, ut officaborest
exerae dolum exped magnime numquis sum harum laborer natemos sinime non plique nimint atia venditibus aut liquatu sciasint quis voluptatest que nonserunt, totatetur, ut
earuptatio. Ihillum fugit volut untem doluptatur molupta
quasitaqui te porepre dolo dolectur sectetur sin nus moluptatures aut aut quissit alibusandust odit volestes dipidel molo
maximin imaximinis nissi tem ad minulli taquibus quo tori
num et, que pero con consectur? Ga. Hendae proribusdant
ut hilitat iberum si doloratur re milique volore vitia peris so-

luptio consequi alitemped exera et faciis doloriatur, consece
pelecto cor simpell aceari ut opta alique nobita vel et dolorun totatem ut aut prem erspitet re ped ut essitat iumquia
quibustiunde consectem rendi alicim a doluptaOptam, sum
nam in eumendam faceatur audi illabor ecaesen dipsum re,
aut audae venestium, et que nobis disi blam laut quostem.
Ut aut et utas et omnis sincias quiduci atempora il ius modit que quia quaspitibus, commo que nullame estibus qui
serion cum natur, am vent eum, as qui consend itatem quiditae molluptam voluptas moloribus num ut imagnam ium
eum et ulluptis rername sit a sequaeperum aces rest, exerae
doluptatque plic te voloriat exceatiores ut eum voluptatus.
Minvelis qui re explabore, ut excearum ut rendips untum,
arum, que comni odiatiorem quate et unt ipidem. Nam,
quam site pernam dit et eicias ad qui cuptatque vent labo.
Nima quaes nobis pererspel ipsapiciatus pro omni si debit

20

21

WHAT TO EXPECT

• The first international book by MilK,
bridging the topics covered by their two
celebrated magazines
• An inspirational title illustrating how
modern families live and decorate homes
around the world, with insightful information and practical tips
• A must-read for anyone with a love for
design and a house shared with children

26

8

27

MILK
is an independent magazine created in 2003
by Isis-Colombe Combréas. Family is what MilK
is all about. From its debut as a pioneer
in children’s fashion, MilK has become an
international leader in the family lifestyle
sector. It is a key influencer addressing
the subjects of fashion, lifestyle, travel,
culture, food and society. It embodies
an aesthetic and hedonistic take on life,
seen through the prism of the family unit.

WHO
FAMILY DUPOND

WHERE
PARIS

WHAT
DESIGN

Molent, ut officaborest exerae dolum exped magnime numquis sum harum laborer natemos sinime non plique nimint atia venditibus aut liquatu sciasint quis voluptatest que nonserunt, totatetur, ut earuptatio. Ihillum fugit volut untem doluptatur moWlupta quasitaqui te porepre dolo
dolectur sectetur sin nus moluptatures aut aut quissit alibusandust odit volestes dipidel molo maximin imaximinis nissi tem ad minulli taquibus quo tori num et, que pero con consectur

4
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Countryside Homes
and Rural Retreats

NEW

COUNTRY AND COZY
Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 288 pages,
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 49.90 (D) £ 45 $ 69 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-96704-031-9

RELE ASE (EUROPE & UK): OCTOBER 2021
R E L E A S E ( I N T E R N AT I O N A L ) : N O V E M B E R 2 0 2 1

The charm of life in the country and a selection
of the best examples of countryside homes.
SAMPLE COVER

Gentium et ea nonseni mpercit
vere cum id explaborro bla cone
eum volorecatum que id magnia
quate simporum harum sus
mosam, temqui quidel ium apis
natendae experem incte expedis
et quas atiatio dolento
molupicae solutem eatiundem
landend ionseque ex eiur atet
autem cor aut ad ut as dolupta
cuptatur, nus essendunt

Quiet and quaint, the countryside comes
with its own pace of living–and depending
on where you are, its own regional flair.
Turning away from traffic-choked streets
and onto meandering country paths, urban
residents are increasingly choosing to take
up residence in greener pastures. Country
and Cozy opens doors and pulls back the
floral curtains to reveal a more characterful
approach to interior design and decoration.
Whether it’s a converted outhouse in the
south of France, a Latin American Finca, or
a whimsical English cottage complete with a
thatched roof, Country and Cozy showcases
a series of beautiful country homes and
illustrates how their inhabitants have
created breathtaking living spaces that make
the most out of rural life.

Project Name – Location

A Plush Home in
the Cotswolds
Photography by NAME HERE

W

alore quatus quas erio
explici ut aut eumquis
dolorat iaepero veliqui
sitibus moluptas ea quamus qui dio.
Ut auda quam doles utem aceped
quid ut ra pa aut pa et quate nist,
quam exerio quid modi re naturent
ut pro moluptur assed min et vero
moluptaque viduciae millaboribus
alicte soluptat et, optatur, quam, sint
rendel id erfersp errovid utendigent
aturehendus qui cus exceres ea
samenis num repedis es a voluptatur,
quam il is deritias mos doloribusam
consequi doloria sae magnat.Ita
quaecte mpelecatus.Ovid estium
rae venim volore pliquam hilique
optur mos vendae reniment. Ebis
aute pero optatusam quistio tem.
Nemolup tatemol uptatem autae
pratatur, ad quide core volupti ssinvel
in nit ullento rrupta con pa debis
eos sime veliaecus, aut inus molum
quibusam dessita con essumqui am
qui dignis mo opta sequiate debis
a voluptatiam, utatem quod ut odi
ut aute millore nam lam ex et idus
dolent apitatu sandae volupta as
aspis eiunto maio doluptatiae nis
dolorem voluptiis doluptatiam,

Ipsam ipicit, ipsande voluptae
quias doloriatia voloribus
aligend untur, velibus erit, sit
moluptatquia que sed quae
con nam non cusant eneceri
accum unt quam sin corio
moluptus, nobis verum
fugitatus as et am aliquas
accus etur anditat vidella aut
velici simus autectat accupta
tiaerate lam acillignis velecul
parundam eosam fugit liti
quodignisci offic totaqui qui
recte nobiti ut

9

WHAT TO EXPECT

• Beautiful residences and interior designers
who specialize in country homes
• Tips, tricks, and bountiful inspiration
for anyone looking to convert a barn
or historic farmhouse
• A truly global list of homes and interiors

7

10

Project Name – Location
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LIFE’S A BEACH
Homes, Retreats, and
Respite by the Sea

URBAN FARMERS
The Now (and How) of
Growing Food in the City

Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 304 pages,
22.5 × 29 cm, 9 × 11 ½ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 50 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-96704-009-8

Characterful cottages, bungalows, and
grand getaways alike, all designed to kick
back and enjoy life by the sea.
There are no two ways about it: life is better by
the beach. The salty air, the sound of the waves
and, above all, the relaxed way of life. This
low-key attitude to living manifests itself in
how we decorate our homes by the sea.
Life’s A Beach takes readers into beach
homes around the world–from the hills of
New Zealand to beaches of Brazil to the remote
islands of the Aegean–exploring the many
ways to decorate a cozy home by the sea.
Handmade touches, natural materials and
eclectic interiors all imbue a sense of wellbeing, and are found throughout the homes in
Life’s a Beach. From humble little beach cottages
to extraordinary modern bungalows, these
spaces are designed for respite and relaxation,
and for enjoying the beachy surrounds.

PALM BEACH
WATERFRONT HOUSE

Editors: gestalten & Valery Rizzo
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 256 pages,
18 × 23.5 cm, 7 × 9 ¼ inches
Price: € 35 (D) £ 30 $ 50 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-96704-006-7

Soil, seeds, and concrete can be the unexpected
formula for a greener, healthier, and more
sustainable life in the city.

173

(Left) Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, cons
ectetuer adipiscing elit. Aenean commodo
ligula eget dolor. Aenean massa. (Top right)
Cum sociis natoque et magnis dis
parturient montes, nascetur ridiculus mus.
Donec quam felis, ultricies nec,
pellentesque eu Pudae con earum etur?
(Top left) Eperumque ligenis voluptur
alibusd aepratium aut por mincimus
dolupta ssimus.Haruptaquam simus estin
etur? Evel ipsant a quiande nisinimi.

We are what we eat, but do you know what
you’re eating? As our world becomes increasingly defined by urban structures, exploring
inner-city agriculture has become an important tool in enriching quality of life for many.
From underground mushroom farms to
rooftop beekeeping, Urban Farmers explores
the fascinating and diverse world of planting,
growing, and harvesting.
Equipped with the right know-how and
the proper tools for growth, we are well on
our way to ensuring the spaces we inhabit
evolve in a healthy direction and a passion
for nature is nourished. A must-have manual
for city-dwellers who dream of a greener life,
Urban Farmers offers an opportunity to learn
best practices from experts and encourages
you to get your hands dirty, be it in your
balcony or beyond.
208

LA
GRINTOSA

141

VALERY RIZZO
is an American portrait, food, and lifestyle
photographer whose work centers around
urban life and agriculture. She has been
featured in The New York Times Style Magazine,
Yes! Magazine, Télérama, D La Repubblica,
Der Spiegel, and several other esteemed
publications.

209

FARM TO FORK

Farm
to Fork
By connecting to gastronomy and offering
the complete journey from soil to table,
some urban farmers take their love of good
produce beyond growing food

Organizing farm dinners and growing crops
for their own gastronomic ventures help these
entrepreneurs cement their ideals of fresh
produce, provenance, and sustainability while
offering their communities an alternative
to the industrial food system. Furthermore,
when growing their own, chefs and urban
farmers have the flexibility to decide which
crops to focus on, and, climate permitting,
this fosters a valuable opportunity to cultivate
culturally diverse foods that might be hard
to find elsewhere.
De Stadsgroenteboer is a 4,000-square-meter
(43,000-square-foot) farm located on the western side of Amsterdam. Founded by five friends
who met while studying at the University of
Gastronomic Sciences in northern Italy, the
team encompasses three nationalities—Dutch,
Swiss, and Colombian. Everyone in the group
has different skill sets; they are gardeners, bakers,
cooks, scientists, cheesemakers, and food entrepreneurs—and all share a love of good food.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, cons ectetuer adipiscing elit. Aenean
commodo ligula eget dolor. Aenean massa. Cum sociis natoque
penatibus et magnis.

Around 90 percent of De Stadsgroenteboer’s
production is sold through a Community
Supported Agriculture (CSA) program.
A CSA is a partnership through which
customers commit to buying the produce
grown by farmers for the season—in the
case of De Stadsgroenteboer, from May to
December. Through a tier-pricing system
(the team sets a minimum and maximum
price range and customers choose how
much they pay within that range), they are
exploring a model that is affordable for
everyone in the city while juggling their
own costs, which are very high.
On the farm, sustainability is a priority.
De Stadsgroenteboer grows over 60 different
vegetables, from artichokes to pak choi and
herbs, following environmentally friendly
methods. “We want to farm in a sustainable
way. We are reading about it and experimenting all the time,” says Julia Crijnen.
“We follow organic rules; we don’t use

202
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THE IDEAL CITY
Exploring Urban Futures

EVERGREEN ARCHITECTURE
Editors: gestalten & SPACE10
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 256 pages,
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 35 (D) £ 30 $ 50 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-862-3

The perfect city is yet to be built, but through
collective actions the next generation could
have it in sight.
The cities we live in can do more for us. They
can be more accessible. More desirable. More
resourceful, shared, and safe. In fact, these
five qualities are exactly what Copenhagenbased research and design lab SPACE10 sees
as the ingredients of an ideal city.
Rapid development, growing populations,
and an accelerating climate crisis—these are
just some of the challenges we face. But the
good news is that we have never been more
equipped to create a better everyday life in
our cities. In The Ideal City, we hear from the
people around the world who are transforming
the urban environment, including architects
Jan Gehl and Bjarke Ingels and entrepreneur
Robin Chase. This is an optimistic book about
the future of cities, bringing together the best
and brightest examples of the urban future.
SPACE10
is a research and design lab on a mission
to create a better everyday life for people
and the planet. SPACE10 researches and
designs innovative solutions to some of the
major shifts expected to affect people and
our planet in the years to come. SPACE10 is
proudly supported by and entirely dedicated
to IKEA.

There are many ways to define what makes a city desirable. Dozens of livability indexes
have forged their own metrics of evaluating a city’s green spaces, its recreational
options, and its ease of movement, among others. Yet for José Selgas and Lucía Cano—
the duo behind the firm—what really matters is the presence of nature. They share
the belief that we have a profound need to connect with nature, and by doing so, we will
be happier and healthier as a result.
“If you want to measure a city for its value, just count the amount of trees that have
been planted,” quips Selgas. “They are not just beneficial, they are fundamental.” There
are three major advantages of integrating more nature in our cities: doing so can slow
the rate of climate change, ameliorate air pollution, and improve our mental health and
well-being, factors that the firm is acutely aware of. In recent years, SelgasCano has
constructed a diverse array of experimental and colorfriendly projects, each characterized by an emphasis
on the natural environment. Distinguished by strong
chromatics and large-scale undulating forms, their
ventures fuse a rare spirit with a diligent study of
materiality. Modern firms have seldom experimented
so cleverly with flora, color, and cutting-edge materials.
Yet the studio self-identifies more modestly: “We see
ourselves as gardeners as much as architects, in the
sense that we want to respect the nature that exists
in a place. If it doesn’t exist, we want to add more; the
rest we really don’t care about.”
In an architectural era dominated by concrete
structures and glass high-rises, SelgasCano is poking
holes in the status-quo. “The question needs to be,
‘how are you not implementing nature everywhere?’
We keep building and building, and we are destroying
the natural world. It will disappear, so there is no
other option,” Selgas warns. In addition to proximity
to nature, SelgasCano recognizes that color is vital
to human experience. Established in 1998, the firm has
become recognized worldwide thanks to a catalog of
success ful projects in Spain: from Factoría Joven, an
other-worldly playground, skate park, and recreation
center sheltered beneath a bulging orange roof
in Mérida, to the El Batel Auditorium and Convention
Center in Cartagena—an ethereal complex clad
in opalescent high-tech plastic with pops of trafficcone orange throughout.
While constructing from plastic might seem counterproductive to creating sustainable,
tectonic architecture, such purposeful contradictions inform much of the couple’s work,
as they investigate new methods of eco-conscious building. Compared with many natural
products, Selgas asserts that some artificial materials like ETFE, the polymer sheeting
used for the Cartagena auditorium’s facade, actually use less energy to produce and install,
“which is one of the best things we can do for nature.” The Plasencia Auditorium and
Congress Center in the province of Cáceres is also made from ETFE; its faceted shape
resembles that of a giant meteor. “It’s like a UFO in the middle of a beautiful landscape,”
Selgas describes. The translucent building and its colored ramps have been compared to
Brazilian architect Oscar Niemeyer’s Niterói Contemporary Art Museum in Rio de Janeiro,
with its spaceship-esque structure, dramatic, cliff-edge position, and spiraling red ramp.
Yet beyond reimagined materiality and wildly imaginative forms, what draws SelgasCano’s
disparate projects together in likeness is their consideration for people—they promote
well-being by encouraging people, young and old, to engage in pleasurable indoor and
outdoor experiences. Schemes like the Mérida skate park have helped to shape the city’s
urban identity, not only in outcome but by involving local residents in the design and build.
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The Desirable City

Previous pages: Factoría Joven is
designed to be a playground for teenagers. Its form is inspired by that of
a Chinese dragon.

Top right: The use of light-weight,
low-cost materials in Factoría Joven
creates a vibrant, colorful feel that
SelgasCano is renowned for worldwide.
Bottom right: In a collaborative
effort, locals contributed ideas and
helped in the building process of
Factoría Joven.

SelgasCano

14

Green Box

u

THE DESIGN HAS BOTH INDUSTRIAL AND
DOMESTIC QUALITIES, AND THE FEEL OF
A ROMANTIC RUIN.

q

THE INTERIOR OF THE BUILDING GLOWS
THROUGH THE FOLIAGE AT NIGHT—AN
INVITING NOCTURNAL SHELTER.

e

A DRAWING OF THE MINIMAL STRUCTURE
OF THE TRELLIS, WHICH SUPPORTS
CLIMBING, WILD PLANTING.

4

Green Heart
in Marina One

Gustafson Porter
+ Bowman

Marina Bay, Singapore

2018

The high-density, mixed-use complex lies in Singapore’s
new Marina Bay financial district. The outer faces
of Marina One’s four towers resemble numerous
city buildings, their footprint adhering to the city grid.
However, the inner space tells a different story.
Maximized to incorporate soft landscapes into the
fabric of the buildings, the facades are lush with
vegetation at ground level, layered with green sky
terraces and leafy public spaces on the rooftops.
At the center of the inner space is the Green Heart,
designed by landscape architects Gustafson Porter + Bowman. Retaining a
human scale in what is essentially a skyscraper, a winding ramp allows visitors
and residents to ascend from ground level surrounded by verdant flora.
Openings between the high-rises, sky gardens, and elevated towers improve
the airflow to create a comfortable microclimate within the multiple levels
of the central garden. The Green Heart and the greater Marina One complex
demonstrate a new form of urbanism, where vast green public spaces can
bring a breath of fresh air into dense, humid cities.

Left: The geometry of the buildings combined with the gardens creates natural
ventilation and pockets of sunlight.
Right: The architecture is inspired by
the way the climate changes at different
vertical levels in a rainforest.

DIGE S T US

WALLPAPER*
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A free-form threedimensional garden
How biodiversity can be
designed into the center
of the world’s densest cities.

“While acknowledging that utopia doesn’t
exist, and that top-down urban planning
isn’t necessarily the right approach, SPACE10
puts forth a number of ways to improve
existing cities and create new building models
for undeveloped areas.” ARCHITEC TUR AL

“You’ll come away from these pages realising
that although design leadership is never in
question, what’s needed most is political will.”

Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 288 pages,
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-96704-010-4

Evergreen Architecture gets to the roots of plant-filled
facades, indoor gardens and tree-filled buildings alike.

If you look at recent buildings around the
world, you’ll soon see that a plant-led approach is taking root. Nature and architecture have never been more intertwined, and
there are more ways than ever to bring the
two together: green roofs, living walls, lush
courtyards, indoor gardens, and entire skyscrapers covered in plants. As more of the
Earth’s surface is swallowed up by the built
environment, architects are increasingly
up to the task of integrating greenery into
their creations.
Evergreen Architecture showcases new
buildings and proposals where living plants
play a leading role. From humble homes in
California to sprawling green complexes
in Singapore, this book explores how a green
movement is starting to sprout in new and
inventive ways around the world.

Left: Youth are able to skate, bike,
and interact with Factoría Joven’s
curving forms.
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Overgrown Buildings
and Greener Living

42

The Resourceful City

43

Green Heart in Marina One

Planting and
Planning for
an Evergreen
Future
The reimagination of our homes,
workplaces, and cities—one lushly
planted building at a time.
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BEAUTY AND THE EAST
New Chinese Architecture

VERTICAL LIVING
Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 320 pages,
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: €49.90 (D) £ 45 $ 69 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-872-2

The unique architectural language of China
as told through homegrown design practices
and the architects shaping its future.
China’s transformation over the past few decades has been nothing short of astounding.
Mass urbanization, development at breakneck speed, and entire megacities built from
scratch all led to the rise of this economic
superpower. Just 15 years ago, the only modern
form of architecture in China were skyscrapers, and the narrative was dominated
by Western architects designing outlandish
spectacles. But today, a new generation of
homegrown, internationally educated talent
is molding a design expression fusing centuries of local tradition with an utterly
modern approach.
Beauty and the East presents the Chinese
talent shaping a new aesthetic. Meet the
rising stars, as well as leading architects
and practices such as Wang Shu, Vector
Architects, Neri & Hu, and X+Living in
this glimpse into one of the world’s fastest-moving architecture scenes. From rural
libraries to cultural institutions to entire
cityscapes, explore a breathtaking view of
Chinese architecture.
“The title charts the last two decades of ‘wild
architectural experimentation’ across China and
celebrates homegrown talent and new designs
that challenge the norm.” WALLPAPER*
“Browsing through Beauty and the East means
observing the happiest episodes of (the)
continuous dialogue between modernity and
tradition, between the search for new
languages and the recovery of ancient heritage,
with very different results.” (translated from
Italian) ELLE DECOR ITALY
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DESIGNER

OPEN Architecture

PROJECT

U C CA D u n e A r t M u s e u m

LO CAT I O N

B o h a i B a y, Q i n h u a n g d a o , H e b e i P r ov i n c e

Striking a Delicate Balance between
Nature and Architecture
On a quiet beach along the coast of northern China’s Bohai Bay, curious protrusions

emerge from the sand dunes. They belong to the UCCA Dune Art Museum, which

lies beneath the surface and comprises a series of curvaceous interconnected
spaces that resemble caves. It seems appropriate that visitors to the gallery are

invited to appreciate art in the most primal and timeless form of space, as they
are reminiscent of humankind’s earliest “art galleries.” The decision to build this
subterranean art museum arose from Beijing-based OPEN Architecture’s desire

to protect the delicate local dune ecosystem, which has evolved over many thousands of years. According to the architects, the siting of the museum will ensure
that the sand dunes will be preserved “instead of being leveled to make space for
ocean-view real estate developments, as has happened to many other dunes along

the shore.” The cavernous spaces include eight interlinked galleries and a cafe.
Construction workers in the port city of Qinhuangdao hand-crafted the rounded

concrete shells that make up the museum’s structure using formwork molds made
primarily from small strips of wood. The architects deliberately retained the irregular and imperfect texture left by the formwork, allowing visitors to see traces of

the building’s manual construction. And the protrusions? These are funnels and

openings that allow natural light to fill the museum’s spaces. They also frame differ-

ent views of the outside world so that museum visitors can observe and appreciate
ever-changing views of the sky and the sea throughout the day. 3█

128

BACK TO THE COUNTRYSIDE:
HOW CHINA’S HINTERLANDS ARE
BEING REVITALIZED WITH MARKETS,
LIBRARIES, AND HOTELS
For decades, China’s modernization emphasized the growth of urban centers,
with the countryside all but left behind. A new movement is rethinking rural
areas to be a sustainable and serene contrast to the megacity.

In early February 2020, just before COVID-19 took New York City
by storm, an exhibition titled Countryside: The Future opened at the

Guggenheim Museum in the Upper East Side. Organized in col-

The best in vertical architecture from impossibly
slender homes in narrow plots to the art of spacious
design in compact infills.
Slender, slim, tiny, and tall homes are plugging into increasingly dense cities around
the world. In Vertical Living, a forgotten plot
deemed too tight to develop becomes a spacious townhouse. A taxicab office becomes
a poppy-pink micro-apartment. And in just
the narrowest slivers of land around Tokyo,
a cluster of Japanese architects have built
high-functioning family homes. There's a lot
you can do with just a small pocket of space.
As we continue to expect more of our
apartments and houses, unexpected
approaches are necessary to meet demand:
skinny houses, parasitic dwellings, and
micro-apartments offer a glimpse into what
some architects believe is the future of urban
housing. Vertical Living is an introduction to
the architecture and interior masterminds
using skillful design to conquer compact
living wherever there is space.

Minimum space, maximum impact

•
•
•

MA XMINIMUM

ARCHIUM ARCHITECTS
SEOUL, SOUTH KOREA

An arrestingly simple presence on the streets of Seoul, this exposed concrete monolith
is immediately notable because it is extremely narrow. The exterior features a covered entryway
that forms an adjoining terrace, and the translucent polycarbonate curtain walls on the side
facades add to the dramatic impression created by the street-facing elevation. Inside, the space
is just as uncompromising, with surfaces limited almost entirely to concrete and plasterboard.
The simple, linear layout proceeds from the ground floor, up past the minimal kitchen, and on
to the bedroom and study on the top level.
On a site just 13 feet (4 meters) wide, with a section only 6.5 feet (2 meters) wide available
for construction, the possibilities were undoubtedly constrained. In response, the architects focused
on light and movement through the site. The incorporation of details like the cutout volumes in the
exterior and balcony areas incorporated into the footprint show that human experience can be
privileged even in a restricted space. The architects explain that the fixtures and fittings are muted
to promote a “sense of space.”
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VERTICAL LIVING

“Successive real estate booms and the
increasingly soaring price of land in big cities
have led architects to face the challenge of
erecting buildings in smaller and smaller spaces.
(...) Vertical Living, published by gestalten,
travels the world showing these narrow houses,
from tiny dwellings to skyscrapers, and offers
an introduction to architecture with an
ingenious design to conquer compact living
wherever there is space.” (translated from
Spanisch) ELLE DECOR SPAIN
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MAXMINIMUM
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TSUBOMI HOUSE

Previous pages
The two views of the
exterior show how the house is
sandwiched into a corner space
between the buildings that flank
it on either side.
Current pages
The “seven” levels are
deceptive, as some spaces have
double or triple height ceilings.

think tank of the Office for Metropolitan Architecture (OMA)—
the center-wide exhibition sought to put rural areas around

the world at the center of discussions about the global future

in the face of urban decay and accelerating climate change.
A considerable proportion of the exhibition was dedicated to

the Chinese countryside.
Koolhaas is certainly not alone when it comes to being
interested in rural China. The early stages of China’s modernization project following the reform and opening-up policies
of 1978 largely focused on urbanization, but a marked shift in

emphasis toward the potential of the country’s rural heart-

lands has been underway for the past few years. However, this
state-led rural reconstruction is not aimed at transforming

rural villages into analogs of their urban counterparts along

the coast. If anything, it is a response to the myriad conse-

quences of China’s urban acceleration over the past decades,

enization, and aims to promote a more sustainable way of life

as well as a more equitable relationship with nature. As part
of this movement, a wave of Chinese architects has enthusiastically brought new projects to the hinterland.

For architect Xu Tiantian of the Beijing-based practice DnA
Design and Architecture, innovative rural architecture has the

power to help restore rural heritage and activate local economies.

In January 2014, DnA began collaborating with Songyang County
in southwest Zhejiang Province on what eventually developed
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Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 272 pages,
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: €39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-871-5

laboration with Rem Koolhaas and Samir Bantal from AMO—the

which range from regional inequalities and soaring real estate
prices in cities to environmental pollution and cultural homog-

“An authentic breath of innovation coming from
the East” (translated from Italian) IOARCH

Compact Architecture
for Urban Spaces

↑

DnA’s Bamboo Pavilion at the Damushan Tea Plantation
is a resting space for local tea farmers and tourists alike.

←

The Tofu Factory by DnA is built on a slope following the
river by the Caizhai Village entrance.

“The housing emergency can have spectacular
solutions, in which limits act as a stimulus for
the creativity of architects. With an eye to
sustainability, flexibility and sharing.”
(translated from Italian) L A REPUBBLIC A

into a comprehensive revitalization plan consisting of more than

10 buildings located throughout the county’s ancient villages,
ranging from heritage museums and village centers to factories.
Adapting to a rural context, the urban design theory of

architectural acupuncture proposes small-scale interventions as

means of stimulating organic growth, as opposed to massive →
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New Residential Garden Concepts &
Architecturefor a Greener Planet

Architecture and Interiors
Built from Wood

THE NEW MEDITERRANEAN
Homes and Interiors
Under the Southern Sun

Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 288 pages,
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-859-3

Editors: gestalten & Abbye Churchill
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 256 pages,
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-990-3

LIVING IN

BEYOND THE WEST

Modern Masterpieces of
Residential Architecture

New Global Architecture

Editors: gestalten & Openhouse
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 288 pages,
24.5 × 33 cm, 9 ¾ × 13 inches
Price: €49.90 (D) £ 45 $ 69 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-858-6

Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 304 pages,
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 49.90 (D) £ 45 $ 69 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-879-1

THE HOUSE OF GLAM

RICARDO BOFILL

Lush Interiors and
Design Extravaganza

Visions of Architecture

Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, linen
hardcover, stitch bound,
256 pages, 24 × 30 cm,
9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: €49.90 (D) £ 45 $ 69 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-982-8

DO YOU READ ME?
Bookstores Around
the World

Editors: gestalten &
Marianne Julia Strauss
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 272 pages,
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-994-1
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Editors: gestalten & Ricardo Bofill
Features: Full color, hardcover,
linen quarter-binding, stitch bound,
multiple paper stocks, 300 pages,
24.5 × 33 cm, 9 ¾ × 13 inches
Price: € 49.90 (D) £ 45 $ 69 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-940-8

UPDATED
EDITION

CONTAINER ATLAS
A Practical Guide to Container
Architecture

Editors: gestalten & Prof. Han Slawik
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 304 pages,
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: €49.90 (D) £ 45 $ 69 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-669-8

Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,stitch bound,
288 pages, 22.5 × 29 cm, 9 × 11 ½ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US)
ISBN English: 978-3-89955-981-1
ISBN French: 978-3-96704-016-6

AVAIL ABLE IN FRENCH

THE GARDENS OF EDEN

OUT OF THE WOODS

Introducing the designers and architects who are
leading the way, while investigating the traditional
craftsmanship at the heart of this movement.
A welcoming, new, down-to-earth modernism is gaining momentum, from California
to Morocco, Portugal to Mexico. This direction in interiors combines Mediterranean
folkloric influences with a contemporary
aesthetic—taking cues from sunny landscapes to embrace warmth, light, and organic
elements. The New Mediterranean showcases
inspiring residences and vacation homes
around the world that combine rustic, earthy
tones with colorful fabrics, ceramics, rattan
furniture, and Berber carpets which are offset
by whitewashed walls, concrete, brick, terracotta tiles, and glass. Introducing the designers and architects who are leading the
way, while investigating the traditional
craftsmanship at the heart of this movement,
The New Mediterranean shows you how to bring
this sumptuous, sun-drenched minimalism
into your own home.

Torre Vedra

Ibiza, Spain

Design by
Hubert Zandberg Interiors

Fading Beneath the Ibiza Sun

←
The blue-and-white palette
of this Ibiza home includes
distinctive floor tiles from
Mosaic del Sur with a wavy,
circular pattern, complemented by towering cactus
plants.

↑
Rope, leather, stone, wicker,
and straw are used to create
a variety of textures through
the house, not least in the
living room, which includes
palm leaf stools, Ethiopian
coffee stands, and
Berber rugs.

This Ibiza vacation home was designed to feel faded and beachy, as if worn
down by sun and sand. Its blue-and-white color palette is complemented
by neutral and earthy textures. “I wanted a multitude of finishes from raw
brick to stone, rope, leather, wicker, and straw to create a base for the various
tones and patterns,” says designer Hubert Zandberg. White walls and wooden
roof rafters offset the floor tiles, which range from herringbone to the iconic
geometric pattern of the pavement by Ipanema Beach in Brazil. The entrance
hall has a blue line painting by artist Tanya Ling, while the sitting room
mixes an Ethiopian coffee stand with a Berber rug, and a vintage Mexican
armchair. Locally sourced glazed ceramic tiles have a black pearlescent
finish, set against rustic wooden cabinets and seagrass pendant lights. The
bedrooms play with color and pattern and include a Once Milano yellow
bedspread and cushions from Fermoie. The guesthouse contrasts a La Maison
d’Alep glass pendant light with African gourd-shaped baskets, an antique
wood cabinet, brass mirrors, and vintage Spanish bamboo chairs.
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→
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“The New Mediterranean gives a modernist
take with a collection of warm, minimalist
coastal interiors from around the world.
In many ways, it feels almost like the new
iteration of the now ubiquitous boho look—
more pared back and less trend driven. (...)
Following the coffee-table book’s style
missives will give your home instant vacation
vibes.” DOMINO
Can Cardell

“The mix of cool tiled floors and sun-warmed
walls, of white and terracotta,
of simply plastered surfaces and artisanal
manufactured carpets is fascinating—for it is a
tradition that anticipates modern minimalism.”
(translated from German) ZEIT ONLINE

Palma de Mallorca,
Spain

Design by Moredesign

Modern Traditions in Mallorca

↑→
Sandy-colored stones
comprise the three-tiered
exterior of this home. The
terrace, which has turrets
like a Spanish fort, features
lights hanging from a
trellis handmade from
tree branches.

Magnificent seascapes and verdant countryside surround this home in Palma
de Mallorca, which has huge French windows to soak up the view. Designed
by architects Oro del Negro and Manuel Villanueva, founders of studio
Moredesign, they describe their “passion for craftsmanship, creativity, tactile,
and natural materials, and a lived-in sensibility” in their aesthetic ethos.
The sandy-colored walls of the three-tiered exterior of the property were
preserved, while the interior was completely redone. The terrace even kept
its turrets that are reminiscent of a Spanish fort. Using old wood, marble,
lime, and river pebbles, a connection was created between inside and outside,
traditional Mallorcan style mixed with the more modern. The whitewashed
living room combines hanging baskets with a mix of wooden furnishings
and neutral fabrics. Ocher-colored cushions in the seating niche by the
kitchen match the lamp and ceramics collection, which was amassed in
markets all over the world. The kitchen uses marble plaster, bleached wood,
and a sink made of carved limestone, as well as brass fittings, while the
bedrooms have patterned bedspreads found in London’s flea markets.
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THE HOME UPGRADE

Nordic Homes,
Interiors and Design

Home Extensions, Alterations
and Refurbishments

New Homes in
Remodeled Buildings

By: Kinfolk & Norm Architects
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, ribbon mark, 288 pages,
24.5 × 33 cm, 9 ¾ × 13 inches
Price: € 45 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-978-1

Editors: gestalten & Angel Trinidad
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 288 pages,
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 60
ISBN: 978-3-89955-670-4

Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 256 pages,
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 50 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-699-5

Editors: gestalten & Tessa Pearson
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 256 pages,
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-979-8

THE HINTERLAND

HIDE AND SEEK

PETITE PLACES

Cabins, Love Shacks and
Other Hide-Outs

The Architecture of
Cabins and Hide-Outs

Clever Interiors
for Humble Homes

SMALL HOMES
GRAND LIVING

Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 288 pages,
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-663-6

Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 256 pages,
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-545-5

Editors: gestalten & Tessa Pearson
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 256 pages,
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-953-8

Spaces Designed
for the Senses

SCANDINAVIA DREAMING

AVAIL ABLE IN FRENCH

UPGRADE

THE TOUCH

Interior Design for
Compact Spaces
Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 256 pages,
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN English: 978-3-89955-698-8

ISBN French: 978-3-89955-894-4

ROCK THE SHACK

ROCK THE BOAT

KITCHEN LIVING

The Architecture of Cabins,
Cocoons and Hide-Outs

Boats, Cabins and Homes
on the Water

Kitchen Interiors for
Contemporary Homes

Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 240 pages,
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-466-3

Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 272 pages,
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-916-3

Editors: gestalten & Tessa Pearson
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 256 pages,
22.5 × 29 cm, 9 × 11 ½ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-965-1

Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 256 pages,
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-917-0

REMOTE PLACES
TO STAY

NEW ROMANCE

LITTLE BIG ROOMS

NORTHERN COMFORT

New Nurseries and
Rooms to Play in

The Nordic Art
of Creative Living

Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 256 pages,
22.5 × 29 cm, 9 × 11 ½ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-942-2
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Marvel has shaped our understanding of visual culture
like no other brand. This book, created in collaboration
with Marvel, looks at 60 years of graphic output. Booom!
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SAMPLE COVER
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As one of the most recognizable brands in
the world, Marvel’s rich history has inspired
comic fans and the creative class. Moreover,
it has defined the visual language of generation after generation: from 1960s Pop Art to
present-day emoji culture, and advertising.
The evolution of Marvel’s graphic design has
been pivotal in the successful transformation
of the brand through the ages, adapting to
an evolving media environment, and making
it an unrivaled example of charismatic heritage and ongoing innovation. Marvel by Design
dissects everything from the renowned
Marvel Method to the graphic elements that
have formed some of the world’s most recognizable comics, logos, covers, templates,
typefaces, brand books, and more.
Marvel by Design continues to join the dots
between comic culture and its undeniable
influence in every creative field. A mustread for anyone wishing to understand both
comic history and modern culture.
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“ The combination of primary colors in the
universe of superheroes has been essential to
defining the striking and enticing aesthetic of
their parallel world.”
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INSIGHTS

A Panel of Women.
Looking at the evolution in the
presentation of female faces
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“ The women of
Marvel have
increasingly been
given deeper
storylines and more
complex emotions.
The design of the
panels that present
them reflects that.”
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“ From Jean Grey to
Wanda Maximoff,
the rich history of
female heroines can
be traced in a series
of powerful panels.”
molorrovit optam, utem audaesc ipiditin conseque nitae culparu pidendi picider sperchil int
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ommolorem que moditio reiumque des exera
dicatiam harcid ullab idelestio. Nus sequi
ommolent.
Usa et idus et, eos ex eum int untia prate
pore eos rehenim uscitesci quunditio blam, acia
nonet et vel es et et ulparch illutem rerio. Nusdae
ea vellatem volorpor rerum excearcimet latinctio
doluptae ne nim re consequi consedis eaquidi
tatiusa ntecearum aut landaes unt quam quo od
qui consero ent laccuptibusa sinctum enienimagnat autatemperum et quam, quae nis molor
sequaes de laborum facearumquis del magnis vid
quunt facearum apit alit aut et que volutector
minveri busaept atinte omnim harcipi ention re
omnihicae eius delesectem que volum et venimusapid maionsequo optiae re re di accab int.
Ruptas magnis ut verionsequae pe voleceperum non reiunti onserch iliquiae expe est
hitio volupie nditias a dis et, quisim quo debitis et
la deraturem. Quia comnis apel modianime et qui
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sant ut occullum apitium eaqui rat et optum est,
sam, quis estio etur aute etur? Ulles quasped
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Que volor atur, que aliquias etur, secusam
iurione iliquaspist aut alicit, volorum enihil
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aut eium exceperum et la am, que volut fugit
alique consequias rere nones derrunt.
Les re, volorum ius aut lautem dolorep
udaestiis nam aut ute necature, ut oditae ipsundelent, cum num, id escius, que sequis ipsunt, eum
volupti sum ut vel mollign atiae. Xercit, corporibusa ventios ex es dellaccatat expliquam voluptatisci dollorro il ius eos dolo con nis dit idebitatio.
Ut ped que litatet excerias dolluptiam voloren
duntius earchitate minulparia dolor aut quibusa
nos et et eos estiusci acillandicab iundend elibus,
erum core volorro maio. Eserias nonseribus, ulpa
aut et omnis audam core laborunditas magnat
accatum netur? Qui to odicimus quiandi te perit
voloratis dolorum esci imus dolorepudit liquodit il
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The New Mutants

The Sound and the Fury

WHAT TO EXPECT

• A tantalizing book in partnership with
Marvel to celebrate its 60th anniversary
• Unique and high-quality imagery
straight from the Marvel archives
• The first title dedicated exclusively to the
dynamic graphic design of the Marvel
universe and its impact on popular culture
• Insightful texts authored by an array of
world-class comic and design experts
LIZ STINSON
is a writer and editor with more than a
decade of experience covering the design
and technology worlds. She’s currently the
executive editor of Eye on Design, a publication
about graphic design and its intersection
with the wider world.
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Lines of Expression:
Graphic Representations
of Force and Power
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“ The language of
onomatopeias is
a grammatical
recourse as well
as a visual one.
Bringing sound to
paper is not only
a task of the
writer but also of
the penciller.”
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Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit. Aenean
commodo ligula eget dolor. Aenean massa. Cum sociis natoque
penatibus et magnis dis parturient montes, nascetur ridiculus
mus. Donec quam felis, ultricies nec, pellentesque eu, pretium
quis, sem. Nulla consequat massa quis enim. Donec pede justo,
fringilla vel, aliquet nec, vulputate eget, arcu. In enim justo, rhoncus ut, imperdiet a, venenatis vitae, justo. Nullam dictum felis eu
pede mollis pretium. Integer tincidunt. Cras dapibus. Vivamus
elementum semper nisi.
Aenean vulputate eleifend tellus. Aenean leo ligula, porttitor
eu, consequat vitae, eleifend ac, enim. Aliquam lorem ante, dapibus
in, viverra quis, feugiat a, tellus. Phasellus viverra nulla ut metus
varius laoreet. Quisque rutrum. Aenean imperdiet. Etiam ultricies
nisi vel augue. Curabitur ullamcorper ultricies nisi. Nam
1
eget dui. Etiam rhoncus. Maecenas tempus, tellus eget
Always
condimentum rhoncus, sem quam semper libero, sit
2007, Epoxy, Coca-Cola
light cans
amet adipiscing sem neque sed ipsum. Nam quam nunc,

NEW

THE ART OF PROTEST
2

Political Art and Activism

blandit vel, luctus pulvinar, hendrerit id, lorem.
Maecenas nec odio et ante tincidunt tempus. Donec vitae sapien
ut libero venenatis faucibus. Nullam quis ante. Etiam sit amet orci
eget eros faucibus tincidunt. Duis leo. Sed fringilla mauris sit amet
nibh. Donec sodales sagittis magna. Sed consequat, leo eget bibendum sodales, augue velit cursus nunc, quis gravida magna mi a
libero. Fusce vulputate eleifend sapien. Vestibulum purus quam,
scelerisque ut, mollis sed, nonummy id, metus. Nullam accumsan
lorem in dui. Cras ultricies mi eu turpis hendrerit fringilla. Vestibulum
ante ipsum primis in faucibus orci luctus et ultrices posuere cubilia
Curae; In ac dui quis mi consectetuer lacinia. Nam pretium turpis
et arcu. Duis arcu tortor, suscipit eget, imperdiet nec, imperdiet
iaculis, ipsum. Sed aliquam ultrices mauris. Integer ante arcu, accumsan a, consectetuer eget, posuere ut, mauris. Praesent adipiscing.
Phasellus ullamcorper ipsum rutrum nunc. Nunc nonummy metus.
Vestibulum volutpat pretium libero. Cras id dui. Aenean ut eros et
nisl sagittis vestibulum. Nullam nulla.
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Editors: gestalten, Alain Bieber &
Francesca Gavin
Features: Full color, hardcover, stitch bound,
288 pages, 24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 45 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-96704-011-1
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Fat Rat
2007, Painted resin,
fast-food trash
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Famous artists are commenting on politics and raising
awareness on issues like authoritarian regimes,
sustainability, climate change, diversity and immigration.
SAMPLE COVER
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Thanks to art’s ability to communicate, manipulate and influence, art has always had
a charged relationship with activism and
politics. We are living in tumultuous times
when democracies are challenged from all
sides. Diverse topics are subjects that contemporary artists are covering in order to
generate controversy, raise awareness and
create empathy. The Art of Protest will explore
the connection between art, politics, and
activism today, revealing how, over the past
decade, artists have been engaging with
political and social issues of all kinds,
through different artistic mediums.

J LEIGH GARCIA

2
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Tmmost latiam, idem nos eum es audisit venis sum estio est, ut
archit inulparcia enda dolo dipit autaquunt vernatio quis as dolestet
lit inullab oreces cone con cone mil moluptatia solores endisitio.
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ipsum et occabor ernatur, nonsequid que officae sunt es modiorem
volut am int es nem quas es ut eum illenihic te eictibea consequaerit ulpa ditatis aborum qui simusa dundaecto ipsam fuga.
Hendus. Alis aut molor resequae voluptiat odias verfernatem
lisciusam, quibusa ndipsunt occuscitem quatio. Nequo cum
facerum quo es magnia vollessi aspelenis soloratas autatis comnim
num de auta volores a aut laborun tiistiae corest hiliasimusda
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I Heart Orgasms
vellia quam intisOtatur? Itate pra net velluptat dolen2008, Oil on board
dem doluptatem quat faccati occuptur re, nost, quia
illore sunderspe archita turis.
2
Bananarama
2007, Oil on board
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WHAT TO EXPECT

• A truly global and representative snapshot of the state of art and activism today
• Profiles of around 100 artists
• Artwork ranging from painting, to
sculpture, installations, performance,
photography, and digital works
• A series of texts contextualizing the
work within the current global political
and artistic landscape
ALAIN BIEBER
is the artistic director of the cultural institution NRW-Forum Düsseldorf. For the past two
decades he has been organizing exhibitions
with contemporary artists, especially in the
fields of art and activism.
FRANCESCA GAVIN
is contributing editor at Kaleidoscope, Twin,
Good Trouble, Beauty Papers, and Financial
Times, How to Spend It magazine. She cocurated “Manifesta11” and has curated exhibitions at Somerset House and Palais de Tokyo.
She was co-editor of gestalten’s The Age of
Collage 3, published in 2020.
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Tmmost latiam, idem nos eum es audisit venis sum estio est, ut
archit inulparcia enda dolo dipit autaquunt vernatio quis as dolestet lit inullab oreces cone con cone mil moluptatia solores
endisitio. Gendi consendi dolecte ssequi ipidebi strum, sim quatem
et aut laut quiat. Sendes vent. Sam dolo estius si to exces aliquam,
ullab ipsum et occabor ernatur, nonsequid que officae sunt es
modiorem volut am int es nem quas es ut eum illenihic te eictibea
consequaerit ulpa ditatis aborum qui simusa dundaecto ipsam
fuga. Hendus. Alis aut molor resequae voluptiat odias verfernatem
lisciusam, quibusa ndipsunt occuscitem quatio. Nequo cum
facerum quo es magnia vollessi aspelenis soloratas autatis comnim

num de auta volores a aut laborun tiistiae corest hiliasimusda
dolupis volorum lautas alicit quat et explamet qui blaut quundae.
Itatus ad minvell enduciducit, seque volorem porerciur aut untiam
quo derehen tisquae nonsendanti veliquo consequos consequam,
te sum quo quia audignisti blaut rem quibeatus mosam, eos rectur,
quia sam et odi bla solupta tiosanti cores ea sunt. Magnien imillaces evellup tatincias et voloria nonsed ut vel iunt. Duciisimin
rest volores totatur solora qui ommoloribusHarchitat elenem est,
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THE AGE OF COLLAGE 3
Contemporary Collage
in Modern Art

Editors: gestalten, Dennis Busch
& Francesca Gavin
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 320 pages,
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-110-5

Collage—an art form existing at the intersection
of design, commerce, and abstract expression.

202

SOOZY LIPSEY

SOOZY LIPSEY

Cut, paste, create: while collage was conceived
in the early 1900s, it seems to be the perfect
form of expression for the twenty-first century, with all its juxtapositions, eclecticism,
and strange bedfellows. In our present age of
collage, the simple act of mixing together
different elements allows us to question our
reality and make new worlds. The Age of Collage 3
showcases a new crop of artistic vanguards
advancing the medium’s possibilities, pieceby-piece. Equipped with a craft knife, paintbrush, stylus, scissors, or tablet, a collage
artist’s toolkit is as varied as their creations
and this book brings their work back to the
paper page. From the poignant and provocative to the comic and curious, The Age of Collage
3 features the creations of more than 60 artists.
Packed with visuals and a number of in-depth
profiles revealing what drives the hands behind the pieces, this comprehensive volume
is a celebration of the enduring power of
collage.
The Age of Collage 3 presents work by Adam
Pendleton, Amie Dicke, Anthony Zinonos,
Collier Schorr, David Noonan, Dennis Busch,
Eva Kot'átková, Jesse Draxler, Johanna
Goodman, Kelly Maker, Kensuke Koike,
Larry Achiampong, Lola Dupre, Matthieu
Bourel, Penny Slinger, Peter Horvath, Sergei
Sviatchenko, Weronika Gesicka, Yinka
Shonibare, and many others.

203

PETER HORVATH
TORONTO, CANADA

[1 ]

FRIDA
101.6 × 121.9 cm
2020

[2]

JAMES DEAN
NO. 1
Detail,
76.2 × 91.4 cm
2020

[2]

It is impossible to look at the collage work of artist Peter
Horvath without unpicking our relationship with advertising
and consumerism. Vintage ads are one of the building blocks
of his visual language, in particular imagery from the 1940s
to the late 1970s. “Advertising is a compelling medium, and
the message has evolved with the public’s improved perceptiveness,” the artist says. His work plays with the bold
imagery and graphic nature of his material, often subverting
its purpose. This is collage as a way to play with the building
blocks of our cultural consciousness.
Horvath’s attraction to historical imagery grew out of his
own childhood. “When I see images from magazines I grew
up with, I’m transported back to a more innocent time,” he
reflects. There is comfort in memory. Both his father and
grandfather were portrait photographers, an undeniable
influence on his work. Horvath likes to work in series, something that grew out of his earliest experiments with art. “When
I was six years old, my father gave me an Instamatic camera
which I carried with me everywhere. I decided to photograph
each of my friends individually, in my room, while holding an
object— a car model, piggy bank etc.,” he recalls. “After that,
when a bit older, I photographed parked cars individually.
I would lay out these small pics on the floor and put them in
an order that made sense to me, sometimes random, sometimes chronological. What I came to understand at an early
age is that groups of images help tell a larger story.”
That sense of organization and placement can also be
seen in one of the running aesthetic motifs in his collage—
the use of geometric forms. The artist says he is attracted to
straight lines and linear structures, noting Alexander Calder’s
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take on modernism as a direct influence. He uses overlapping
figures and adds lines to create visual depth. His more recent
Hide Out series also uses text elements, adding a touch of
graphic punk to his style. “I found texts to represent what I was
going through psychologically at the time,” Horvath observes.
“I saw a projected installation by Barbara Kruger in New York
City a few years ago that had an incredible use of giant text,
and it really stayed with me. I use words for their meaning, but
also for visual impact. I love the look of large type.”
There is often an element of brooding or psychological unrest in his images, even at their most exuberant. All of his visual
motifs and references are ways to diffuse and complicate his
subject matter. Horvath’s approach to image-making has
such a directness and strength that the layers echo the complexity of reality. “Much of my collage work camouflages
the main subject through the placement of other elements,
be it pieces of text or other cut and ripped fragments,” the
artist points out. “Concealing underlying subtexts and partly
shrouding the identity of the person creates a puzzle. It’s
also satisfying to completely change the intent of an ad,
which feeds my antiestablishment streak.”
Figures regularly appear in Horvath’s work, though they
are not easily read. Often, their faces are cut in half in some
way or split. “To me, splitting the faces is indicative of the
struggle between opposing forces, left side vs. right side
of the brain, the battle between the predetermined and
the spontaneous,” the artist explains. Meaning in Horvath’s
collage is created through contrast and combination. The
medium of collage itself is a metaphor for the psychological
internal battles of being human.
P E T E R H O R VAT H
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“Cutting edge – the reinvention of collage”
FINANCIAL TIME S HOW TO SPEND IT
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HELLO I AM ERIK

A MAP OF THE WORLD

Erik Spiekermann:
Typographer, Designer,
Entrepreneur

The World According
to Illustrators and Storytellers

By: Johannes Erler
Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 320 pages,
22 × 28 cm, 8 ¾ × 11 inches
Price: € 45 (D) £ 45 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-519-6

DREAMSCAPES & ARTIFICIAL
ARCHITECTURE

UPDATED
EDITION

Editors: gestalten & Antonis
Antoniou
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 256 pages,
24.5 × 33 cm, 9 ¾ × 13 inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-881-4

EAT THE SUN
Floria Sigismondi

Imagined Interior
Design in Digital Art
New Businesses
Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 208 pages,
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 29.90 (D) £ 30 $ 39.95 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-249-2

Editors: gestalten & Floria Sigismondi
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 192 pages,
24.5 × 33 cm, 9 ¾ × 13 inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 45 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-975-0

A POOR COLLECTOR’S
GUIDE TO BUYING
GREAT ART

PAPER. PEN. PANDEMIC.

By: Erling Kagge
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 192 pages,
17 × 24 cm, 6 ¾ × 9 ½ inches
Price: € 29.90 (D) £ 30 $ 39.95 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-579-0

Viral Cartoons from around
the Globe

Editor: Benevento Publishing
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 298 pages,
21.5 × 26.5 cm, 8 ½ × 10 ½ inches
Price: € 28 (D) £ 24.99 $ 35
ISBN: 978-3-89955-012-2

BRAND NEW BRAND
Restarting Your Business
in a Time of Crisis
and Transformation

Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 256 pages,
24 × 28 cm, 9 ½ × 11 inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-96704-005-0

Witty, surprising, refined, and, above all, truly
unforgettable. If a picture speaks a thousand
words, good branding helps you stand out from
a thousand competitors.
Brand New Brand is a compendium of the best
visual identities recently created for businesses of every kind, from all over the world.
It shows how well-considered, holistic branding can take a butcher, book retailer, bakery,
or even a physiotherapist from one of a crowd
to one in a million. It shows how, in an era
of pandemics and political and economic
instability, creative, innovative thinking is
the greatest asset.
In-depth case studies explore the ideas
currently shaping the field of branding, such
as the use of traditional techniques or the reinterpretation of local visual languages. This
expertly curated collection explains the context, the thinking, and the inspiration behind
the design, so you can understand and learn
from each project, whether launching a new
venture or giving your business a makeover.

Die Eisperle
Organic shapes and bright colors are used by
STUDIO BRUCH to evoke the warmth of summer and
creative ice cream flavors.
Die Eisperle (The Ice Pearl in English) is the first vegan ice cream
parlor to open in the Austrian city of Graz, and it is one that is also
pioneering and adventurous in its flavor combinations. Imagining
ice cream melting in the sun, with flavors flowing into one another,
Studio Bruch designed a visual identity for Die Eisperle using
fluid organic shapes and intersecting color to create a visual feast
across all touchpoints. The feel is light and “summery,” and
a diverse combination of shapes and colors conveys the shop’s
adventurous approach to serving curious ice-cream pairings
to its customer. The logo and its variations capture a personal
ice- cream moment and offer room to connect with its audience
through a range of character types—a simple gesture that ice
cream is for everyone.
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“This book helps you understand the new
directions of branding through a careful
selection of case studies, while also
highlighting projects carried out with
small budgets.” (translated from Italian)
ON PRINTED PAPER

NEWSPAPER DESIGN
Editorial Design from
the World’s Best Newsrooms

Editors: gestalten & Javier Errea
Features: Full color, hardcover,
linen quarter binding,
stitch bound, 288 pages,
24.5 × 33 cm, 9 ¾ × 13 inches
Price: € 49.90 (D) £ 50 $ 69 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-536-3
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VISUAL JOURNALISM
Infographics from the
World’s Best Newsrooms
and Designers

Editors: gestalten & Javier Errea
Features: Full color, hardcover,
linen quarter binding, 288 pages,
24.5 × 33 cm, 9 ¾ × 13 inches
Price: € 49.90 (D) £ 50 $ 69 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-919-4

With Wheat

YOU MIGHT ALSO LIKE

Risen bread and fermented forms are the basis of this bright
new bakery visual identity by STUDIO NA.EO.
With Wheat is a new Chinese bakery that offers its customers a
wide variety of baked goods and coffees, from bread and donuts
to pastries and baguettes. Drawing on the rising nature of bread,
and the forms that characterize the process of making many of
With Wheat’s products, the studio developed a characterful visual
identity of illustrated folded, rolled, and twisted fermented dough
set alongside risen bread and baked goods. A custom typographical
treatment that feels inflated, just as bread rises, complements these
forms and furthers the concept. The use of a simple yet striking
color palette of yellow and orange sits alongside the simplicity of
black and white, a gesture that delivers both an inviting warmth
and contemporary quality, while a bronze and deep-green colorblocking adds range, distinction, and further visual interest.

START ME UP!
New Branding
for Businesses
Editors: gestalten &
Anna Sinofzik
€ 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 55 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-556-1
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DESIGN & FASHION

Peter Schreyer: Designer,
Artist, and Visionary

NEW

ROOTS AND WINGS
Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 304 pages,
22.5 × 29 cm, 9 × 11 ½ inches
Price: € 50 (D) £ 45 $ 70 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-96704-033-3

RELE ASE (EUROPE & UK): OCTOBER 2021
R E L E A S E ( I N T E R N AT I O N A L ) : N O V E M B E R 2 0 2 1
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Meet one of the most influential designers of our
time—a book about heritage, creative vision, and
leadership, and what design can do for the future.
SAMPLE COVER

Roots and Wings explores the life and work of
Peter Schreyer, one of the most influential
car designers of our time. A Renaissance
man with an eye for detail and foresight
for innovation, he geared himself toward
success. Responsible for the births of some
of the most iconic cars ever, his industry
experience with Volkswagen, Audi, Kia, and
Hyundai brought instant classics to the road.
Schreyer embodies a conduit between the
West and East—bridging his homeland’s
history of automotive design with South
Korea, a country that has experienced stratospheric growth on the world stage in just a
few decades.
Looking at the formative moments and
pivotal artistic discoveries that shaped his
creative mindset, Roots and Wings is the story
of how a man helped two polarizing cultures
merge to create something unique and left a
mark on history, and the future, in the process.
WHAT TO EXPECT

• An exclusive look at the life and work
of Peter Schreyer, exploring the
formative experiences and pivotal
artistic discoveries that shaped his
creative toolbox
• A comprehensive overview of Peter
Schreyer’s most impactful car designs,
accompanied by rarely told design
stories and stunning photography
• An exploration of the immense
transformation of South Korea,
and how design played a key role
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Officine Universelle
Buly and the Work
of Ramdane Touhami

NEW

THE BEAUTY OF TIME TRAVEL
Editors: gestalten & Ramdane Touhami
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 304 pages,
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 49.90 (D) £ 45 $ 69 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-96704-019-7

RELEASE (EUROPE & UK): AUGUST 2021
R E L E A S E ( I N T E R N AT I O N A L ) : S E P T E M B E R 2 0 2 1

This book tells the story of how to transform
a vintage brand into a global success story. The key
ingredients include: integrity, attention to detail,
and an insatiable curiosity for the world.
It all started with a Balzac novel, a flea market find, and a jolt of creative inspiration.
Fast-forward to the present day and Officine
Universelle Buly has grown to become a true
heavyweight in the beauty industry. Sold in
almost every corner of the world, co-founder
Ramdane Touhami infused an appreciation
for all things vintage with a spirit of conquest
and innovation to offer a coveted-catalogue
of premium products.
So how was a forgotten brand from the
19th-century revived and transformed into
one of the most loved names of today?
And what exactly underpins this unprecedented retail concept? Presented by its protagonists, The Beauty of Time Travel looks at the
meticulous work carried out by creative entrepreneur Touhami along with his agency Art
Recherche Industrie. It dissects the Buly
universe from A to Z, looking at it’s appetite
for reinventing traditions whilst revealing
the stories, tricks, and (almost) all its secrets.

THE

IMAGINARY

SAMPLE COVER

INTRODUCTION

There is a design mythology of howto take-over an historical brand, how
to respect the brand D N A and make
it attractive now. Through his creative and professional path, Ramdane
Touhami will share his career adventures, the rules to respect and his
sources of inspiration.
ADI DOLUT VOLUPTAE NIMUS DOLUPTA SPELIA NULPA VOLO DOLUPTAM SITIO
QUAS RE CUPIDENDITIA QUIAT QUIAS QUO
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MAKING

X I x th i n

the

X X I th c e n t u r y

ChapTER

I

WHAT TO EXPECT

• The definitive look into the process of
constructing a successful global brand
from the bottom up
• Key insights and tips for branding,
retail, product design, and much more
• Beautiful imagery that documents
the creative process, the products,
packaging, and holistic brand identity
RAMDANE TOUHAMI
is an internationally renowned designer,
creative director, and entrepreneur. Officine
Universelle Buly is known globally in the
cosmetics world and also for its approach
to branding. Touhami continues to head the
brand alongside partner Victoire de Taillac.

36

Aﬀiche illustrative pour la première
parfumerie bully, au 67 Rue Montorgueuil
à Paris, 1809.

Aﬀiche publicitaire des années 1920.
Même si les modes passent, le vinaigre
de toilette demeure. Illustration historique
d’une intemporalité conservée.
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New Wedding Planning,
Ideas, and Inspiration

NEW

WHAT A WEDDING!
Editors: gestalten & Marianne Julia Strauss
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 288 pages,
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-96704-014-2

RELEASE (EUROPE & UK): AUGUST 2021
R E L E A S E ( I N T E R N AT I O N A L ) : S E P T E M B E R 2 0 2 1

Inspiration and information for creating
the most beautiful day of your life.
SAMPLE COVER

Name & Name
Below Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit. Aenean commodo ligula eget dolor. Opposite Aenean massa. Cum sociis natoque penatibus et
magnis dis parturient montes, nascetur ridiculus mus. Next page Donec quam felis, ultricies nec, pellentesque eu, pretium quis, sem.

You’ve fallen in love, got down on one knee,
and announced the engagement… but now
what? Several components are to be considered when it comes to planning the perfect
wedding day. Saying ‘I do' might feel like a
daunting task, but that is the smoothest part.
From venue scouting to dress-fittings and
navigating the drama of seating charts, the
road to wedlock has more layers than a tiered
cake. What a Wedding! is the tip-to-top curated
guide for tying the knot. From alternative
garden weddings to traditional church
ceremonies, this title explores the changing
nature of weddings, including how to celebrate
safely in a post-pandemic world.
Gathering insight on how timeless traditions have forged the way for a more inclusive landscape, What a Wedding! looks
at weddings on a global scale presenting a
dazzling array of detailed tips and inspiration
to help brides and grooms make the most of
their big day and beyond.

Name & Name

Above Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit.
Aenean commodo ligula eget dolor. Opposite top left Aenean
massa. Cum sociis natoque penatibus et magnis dis parturient
montes, nascetur ridiculus mus. Opposite bottom left Donec
quam felis, ultricies nec, pellentesque eu, pretium quis, sem.
Opposite bottom right Nulla consequat massa quis enim. Donec
pede justo, fringilla vel, aliquet nec, vulputate eget, arcu.
Opposite top right In enim justo, rhoncus ut, imperdiet a,
venenatis vitae, justo consectetuer adipiscing elit.

276

WHAT TO EXPECT

Name & Name

• Curated guides and helpful advice from
professional wedding planners, including
organizational tools and checklists
• Inclusive wedding stories showing
diverse couples, party sizes, budgets,
and cultural influences
• A diverse representation, including
LGBTQI+ couples, non-binary pairings,
and those aged 65+

293
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Below Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit. Aenean commodo ligula eget dolor. Opposite Aenean massa. Cum sociis natoque penatibus et
magnis dis parturient montes, nascetur ridiculus mus. Next page Donec quam felis, ultricies nec, pellentesque eu, pretium quis, sem.

MARIANNE JULIA STRAUSS
has turned her curiosity into a career. Over
the last ten years, she has roamed the world
writing about the good things in life. Her first
book Do You Read Me?, published by gestalten,
surveyed the most inspiring and independent
bookshops around the world.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing
elit. Aenean commodo ligula eget dolor. Aenean massa.
Cum sociis natoque penatibus et magnis dis parturient
montes, nascetur ridiculus mus. Donec quam felis,
ultricies nec, pellentesque eu, pretium quis, sem. Nulla
consequat massa quis enim.
Donec pede justo, fringilla vel, aliquet nec, vulputate eget, arcu. In enim justo, rhoncus ut, imperdiet a,
venenatis vitae, justo. Nullam dictum felis eu pede mollis pretium. Integer tincidunt. Cras dapibus. Vivamus elementum semper nisi. Aenean vulputate eleifend tellus.

DE SIGN & FA SHION

Aenean leo ligula, porttitor eu, consequat vitae, eleifend ac, enim. Aliquam lorem ante, dapibus in, viverra
quis, feugiat a, tellus. Phasellus viverra nulla ut metus
varius laoreet.

Sublead Wedding Tip
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing
elit. Aenean commodo ligula eget dolor. Aenean massa.
Cum sociis natoque penatibus et magnis dis parturient
montes, nascetur ridiculus mus Donec qu.
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THE NEW BEAUTY
A Modern Look at Beauty,
Culture, and Fashion

Editors: gestalten & Kari Molvar
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 256 pages,
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-860-9

What is beautiful, who is beautiful? The New Beauty
is a visual journey into the past, present and future
of human beautification in a globalized world.

THE EVOLUTION OF THE BE AUT Y IDE AL

THE

s

Beauty may lie in the eye of the beholder, but
what we consider to be beautiful has changed
radically over the past 20 years. Today,
originality is celebrated, authenticity is
prized, and self-expression is flourishing.
This book explores the evolution in our
beauty ideals from ancient civilizations to
the present moment, when urgent new
conversations are rewriting the rules and
shaping the future of the industry. From
makeup’s role in challenging gender
stereotypes, to the links between hairstyling
and community building, or rituals and selfcare, The New Beauty captures this essential
shift in the way we see ourselves and
each other.

s WAR TIMES AND BIG BUSINESS

KARI MOLVAR
is the writer of gestalten title Be Well. She is
an American beauty and lifestyle journalist
who contributes regularly to The New York
Times, Vogue and The Wall Street Journal.

THE EVOLUTION OF THE BE AUT Y IDE AL

The rejection of the mainstream, the middle-class norms,
and the manufactured, deeply shaped beauty culture in
the seventies and beyond. Women began to use makeup
more sparingly, and some gave it up entirely. The idea that
women and men could be beautiful in their own skin took
hold. A radical concept, indeed.
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New Spa and Bath Culture
and the Art of Being Well
LEFT
Actor Clara Bow,
Hollywood’s quintessential flapper and
the original “it-girl.”

Editors: gestalten &
Kari Molvar
€ 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-995-8
69

TOP
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BE WELL

O O I G P G
Belgian born British
actor udrey Hepburn
had a sophisticated
gamine spirit and was
one o the ew beauty
icons o the 19 0s
that did not possess
an hourglass gure
circa 19 2).

s BODY POLITICS AND SE XUAL REVOLUTION

The Impact

YOU MIGHT ALSO LIKE

RIGHT
merican actor and
dancer Betty Grable
circa 19 0. Grable
became the econd
orld ar s best
known pin up girl
at the height o her
ame her legs were
insured by her studio
or a million dollars
as a publicity stunt.

s

right to use birth control; and in 1973, Roe v. Wade guaranteed women reproductive freedom. As many writers and
observers noted of the period, the body was no longer personal, but political.
The natural body became the ideal, and was “considered authentic, real, erotic, and beautiful, a challenge to
the artifice and repression of postwar society,” says Peiss.
The British model Twiggy had a lanky frame and childlike innocence that made her “the Face of ’66” according
to the Daily Express. Hippies and the youth counterculture
turned against the materialism and repression of middleclass society. Men grew their hair long and women rejected
makeup. Instead of living in the suburbs and wearing suits
or prim skirts, hippies lived on communes and cooperatives,
adopted vegetarian diets, and practiced holistic medicine.
The Whole Earth Catalog, which circulated from 1968 to
1972, was the go-to lifestyle manual of the day, with essays,
recommendations, and reviews on everything from how to
grind flour to building your own geodesic dome.

THE EVOLUTION OF THE BE AUT Y IDE AL

LEFT
19 photograph
in Sports Illustrated
depicting a model
wearing a conical
hat and ast
sian print shirt
by merican designer
ydney ragge
tapped into the allure
o the exotic.
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TOP RIGHT
Model wearing a
swimsuit by Lanvin,
a French fashion house
that pioneered new
silhouettes that freed
women’s bodies
(Vogue, 1928).
BOT TOM RIGHT
1920s German poster
for French cosmetics
company Bourjois. The
number of cosmetics
brands soared
during this decade as
women began to express
their individuality
through makeup.

THE 1920s: REFR AMING THE FEMALE SILHOUET TE

Lipstick, meanwhile, became the marker of women’s
liberation. In 1912, at a women’s rights march in New
York, suffragists campaigned for the right to vote, defiantly
painting their mouths bright red. The look caught the
attention of Elizabeth Arden, a self-made beauty pioneer
who had already opened her Salon d’Oro in New York
City, the first of many salons in her “red door” empire, all
marked with ruby-toned front entrances. Arden played
her role in the movement by supplying the suffragists
with crimson lipstick from her cosmetic line. Fashion
designer Gabrielle Chanel was similarly obsessed with red
lipstick, and had hers custom-made, powdering over it for
a longer-lasting hold. In 1924, 14 years after the launch
of her fashion house, Chanel introduced her first line of
makeup with this shade of lipstick, which came in an ivory
case trimmed with black, and featured a copper sliding
mechanism, writes Eldridge.
Art-deco-era women also painted their nails with
“polish pastes,” made with a base of beeswax or tin oxide,
which were buffed on nails with a chamois cloth for a result that produced “a nice luster but would at best yield only
a slight pink shade,” comments technology writer Teresa
Riordan in Inventing Beauty. In 1924, Cutex started offering a rosebud enamel but for bolder options. Meanwhile,
fashionable society flocked to Michelle Ménard, a French
makeup artist who doled out opaque shades at her salon
on the Saint-Honoré—a fashion hotspot. “One of the first
things that the knowing American woman does upon her
arrival in Paris is to make an appointment for a manicure
at Madame Mille’s,” wrote Vogue’s beauty editor in 1928.
Later, Charles Revson would import the opaque lacquer
craze to America with the founding of Revlon and longlasting polishes in the 1930s.
Culturally the period was dominated by African
American artists, writers, and musicians—Langston
Hughes, Nella Larsen, Duke Ellington, Bessie Smith—
who defined the heyday of the Harlem Renaissance. But,
disappointingly, the mainstream beauty ideal remained
overwhelmingly white. Products for women of color were
not widely available, which prompted haircare maven
C.#J. Walker to take matters into her own hands. Born on
a cotton plantation near Delta, Louisiana, in 1867, Walker
lived a turbulent youth (at age seven her parents died, leaving her an orphan). In the 1890s, Walker developed a scalp
disorder that caused her to lose much of her hair, and began
experimenting with a mix of homemade and store-bought
remedies. In 1905, at age 38, Walker moved to Denver,
where she worked as a cook for a pharmacist and learned
the basic chemistry to perfect a healing scalp ointment and
other hair-rejuvenating treatments. In 1906, she launched
the “Walker Method,” which involved combs and scalp
preparations. She dubbed herself Madam C.#J. Walker and
traveled throughout the South demonstrating her technique, which caught on quickly.

Just over a decade later, Walker had 25,000 sales
beauticians in her employ, providing an avenue to financial
success and independence for African American women at
a time when few other opportunities existed. By her death
in 1919, Walker herself had become America’s first female
self-made millionaire, and donated generously to educational and social organizations.

The Impact
Despite a thriving undercurrent of multicultural forces,
mainstream fashion magazines, advertisements, and media
continued to portray long, slender, elegantly dressed bodies
that fit into the white, Western culture’s cult of physical
beauty. Fashion photography showed how to present the
body, how to adorn it, how to care for it, all in keeping with
the norms of beauty of the moment, says Herschdorfer. It
would take more than a few decades, and photographs, to
change this mindset.
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HOW TO BE A TASTEMAKER

WORK BETTER. LIVE SMARTER. BE HAPPIER.

Editors: gestalten & Michelle Lu
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 288 pages,
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-989-7

Start a Business and
Build a Life You Love

Forget influencers. Get up close and personal with
the true style icons and global trendsetters.

How to run a meaningful and successful
business with and for like minded people.

How did renowned Michelin-starred chef
Skye Gyngell establish a sustainable kitchen?
What’s Claudia Schiffer’s number one advice
to all models who are just starting out? And
why does Paul Stamets believe mushrooms
can save the world?
How to Be a Tastemaker offers a glance into
not only the work, but also the inner lives
of some of the world’s most renowned tastemakers. This book of in-depth profiles opens
up the world of industry leaders to learn how
they’ve made it to where they are—from
major life-changing moments and big ideas,
down to the books, playlists, and destinations that have enriched their lives.
SEMAINE
launched in 2015 as an immersive shoppable
media platform featuring a single tastemaker
every week. Semaine is dedicated to inspire,
educate, entertain and incite positive change
in its audience’s everyday lives through its
community of Tastemakers. These 100+
features are an insightful look into their lives,
passions and curated objects. Semaine
pioneered immersive multimedia content,
celebrating its Tastemakers through insightful
articles, intimate photography, and films
that put the Tastemakers in front of the
camera–from award-winning music videos,
documentaries, and short films.

Claudia
From the discos of Düsseldorf
to the covers of more magazines
than any other model in history:
one could be forgiven for wondering what else there is still
to be added to the Hollywoodworthy richness of the Claudia
Schiﬀer story.
There might not be a more
recognizable name in the realm
of fashion model history than
Claudia Schiﬀer, but she never
harbored any ambitions to be
a model. It was in 1987, when a
modeling scout saw her dancing to “You Spin Me Round” in
a disco in Düsseldorf, that her
life changed forever: “I thought
it was a joke and suggested my
best friend, who was a far better candidate in my opinion.”
Needless to say, the transition
was a whirlwind—in just a few
weeks Claudia found herself in
Paris and, as they say, “the rest
is history!” From growing up
in Rheinberg to appearing on
high profile magazine covers#…#30
years later, she is able to reflect on
how it began: “Guess Jeans was
my first campaign and shortly
afterwards Revlon rang asking
me to be the face of its debut perfume for Guess. I remember flying
around the U.#S . to every major
city for signings in department
stores that attracted huge crowds
and appearing on all the major
TV shows from Jay Leno and
Oprah to David Letterman. After
the campaign tour, I returned

to my apartment in New York
near Central Park. One morning,
sleepy eyed with bed-head hair, I
was in the elevator when a person
entered and asked, ‘Are you the
Guess girl?’ I knew then my life
had changed.”
It’s still hard not to mention
the “S” word—the “supermodel”
set of the 90s, Claudia being one
of the models for whom the term
was coined. Was she aware of
just how zeitgeisty that moment
in fashion industry history was,
and her central role in it? It would
have been hard not to, Claudia
says of the experience: “It was
insane#…#like being like a rock
star.” Albeit a rock star who,
at ever y (runway) show had
to hire security specifically to
guard her underwear—underwear that would other w ise
constantly be stolen by the most
frenzied of her admirers. This
clearly was modeling on another
level: supermodeling.
It was during the 80s that Claudia
first fell in love with fashion, but
it was in the 90s that she began
to learn what fashion really was.
“There was a movement of change,

as music, fashion, and art were
starting to converge more than
ever.” And while, looking back,
one might imagine Claudia’s
life was easier to lead in a time
when one’s image couldn’t be
instantly and exponentially
broadcast across various social
media channels, in the heyday
of the supermodel, fashion news
could remain front-page-worthy
for weeks at a time. Despite the
high-wattage exposure, Claudia
says she didn’t “feel the pressure to share everything with
everybody; you could still have a
private life and create a mystique
around you.” Today, while she
enjoys sharing fashion moments
on her own channel, Claudia
misses “the clear line of the
public figure versus the private
one” that has now been blurred.
In this new world, what advice
would the icon oﬀer to the new

generation of models starting
out? “Take pride in being professional—working hard, being
punctual, polite, and disciplined. Do have a good lawyer
right from the beginning. Know
what you want and where you
want to be. Make a long-term
plan and never give up! Treat
everyone as you would like to
be treated and don’t be scared
to make mistakes; as long as you
learn from them, you will be OK!
Also, tell the truth and try to live
in the present.” Most importantly,
perhaps, given it’s what Claudia
most credits her own success to:
“Trust your instinct.”
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Editors: Courier & gestalten
Authors: Courier, Jeff Taylor,
Daniel Giacopelli
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 288 pages,
22.5 × 29 cm, 9 × 11 ½ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-856-2

What does it take to set out on your own
and build something new? From the editors
of Courier, the global magazine for modern
business, comes a manifesto and how-to
guide for living and working on your own
terms. From Berlin to Bali, learn how inspiring
people are finding purpose and happiness
in their work and how you can follow in
their footsteps –with practical advice on
everything from nailing your big idea to
boosting your productivity
Inside, find the in-depth stories of more
than 30 business owners around the world–
everywhere from London, Los Angeles, and
Tokyo to Athens, Accra and Detroit. Find
out how they got started and discover their
daily rituals and routines.
Learn the new business opportunities in
industries from food and retail to media and
fashion. Then turn inspiration into action
with tons of tips, tools, how-tos, resources
and more. Let’s get started!

ON LI N E MARKETPL ACE FOU N DER

Between 2000 and 2020, there wasn’t one state in the US where the
Hispanic or Latino population hadn’t grown by at least 20%. Hispanic
and Latin Americans have accounted for more than half of all population
growth since 2010, according to the Pew Research Centre. The US’ most
populous state, California, with just under 40 million people, has the largest
Latino population anywhere in the country. In 2020, there were estimated
to be more than 15 million people of Latin descent living in the state.
All of which points to the fact that businesses are paying more attention
than ever to the Latino market. And yet, while many are courting the value
that this community can offer, it does raise the question: where are all the
Latino-owned businesses? Even in LA, most people can count the number
of well-known Latino brands on one hand.
Brittany Chavez, a 30-year-old second-generation immigrant Latina
from Los Angeles, is seeking to change that narrative with her online
marketplace Shop Latinx, which hosts hundreds of independent, Latinoowned beauty, fashion and lifestyle brands.
Nevertheless, it hasn’t been an easy journey. ‘I am a child of teenage
parents,’ says Brittany. Her mother and father met while living in the same
apartment block in the city’s Koreatown, as the children of Guatemalan
and Nicaraguan immigrants. She says her family relationships were
‘somewhat toxic’, describing her father as ‘just this fucked-up kid, such a
fucked-up kid’. He left her mother and ended up in jail and addicted to
drugs. ‘I don’t have a relationship with him now,’ she says.
This parental rift meant that Brittany was raised by her grandmother
and mother. ‘They moved me to the San Fernando Valley, which is where
a lot of the celebrities live, so I went to school with lots of white and black
rich kids whose parents have worked and done well in “the industry”,’
she says. The industry of showbiz, that is.
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at Yinka’s forms, one feels a certain peace: “They are things that give
people who inhabit my spaces a sense of belonging and a sense of
ownership, which I think for me was quite key,” he says. Engaging with
them, it’s a peace that sinks even more deeply. Yinka fondly describes
his parents dressing up to go out, no matter the task: “I watched them
apply color on a day-to-day basis, whether it was to the corner shop,
or to buy rice, every time they went out in a public space, it was an
occasion.” These moments with his parents are gone, but they can be
summoned when he needs them still. The phantasm of childhood is
in his every work, and the liveliness of his eﬀorts allows him to draw
from the Nigerian diaspora in a way that feels alive. The sweet-and-salty
knowledge of Nigerian proverbs delivers truth like a tonic. The forms
of Yinka Ilori, are, then, rather like a form of good health. “I think you
travel to search and you come back home to find yourself there,” Nigerian
author Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie wrote. Yinka finds himself in color.
We are lucky to join him there.

1. What does the word “taste” mean to you?
For me, I relate taste to food, which I associate with community
and family. So, togetherness!
2. Do you have a motto that you live by?
Don’t always try to fix mistakes.
3. What was the last thing that made you laugh?
A meme I saw on Instagram. It was of a young black man, who in
light of the recent controversy caused by the Sainsbury’s advert over
its lack of diversity, videoed himself diddy boppin’ into Sainsbury’s.
4. What are your favorite qualities in a human being?
Honesty.
5. Who is your hero?
My mum and dad. They have achieved so much, and I respect
how selfless they had to be when they moved to London.
6. What is your biggest flaw?
I have high standards. I am a perfectionist. Well, I try to be!
7. What is your best quality?
I believe in people, even when they don’t always believe
in themselves.
8. What would your last meal on earth be?
Pounded yam, which is a traditional Nigerian cuisine, with spinach
and goat meat. I would have it with a bottle of imported Nigerian
Guinness.

10. If you had the power to change anything in the world,
what would you change?
I would make it a rule that the exterior of every household
in the world was colorful.

COURIER (magazine)
is the defining media brand for a new generation who want to live and work on their own
terms. Based in London, Courier has been
telling insightful and inspiring stories of
modern business through print, podcasts,
events and more since launching in 2013.

GET STARTED
IN HOMEWARE
HOME SWEET HOME

10 OPPORTUNITIES

The global homeware industry is
set to grow by nearly $80 billion
by 2024. From build-your-own
sofas and statement wall paints
to houseplants and prints, there’s
a huge amount of opportunity
for brands to offer furniture, art
and functional products that
give a touch of personality to
people’s homes. Remote working
will only add to this growth, as
consumers create multipurpose
‘sanctuary spaces’ in their homes.
And fashion, beauty and food
businesses are all increasingly
dipping their toes into the
homeware game as well.

Homeware covers a huge
variety of products and
services. If you’re looking for
inspiration on where to get
started, here are some brands
and sub-sectors on the up.

38%

116
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G E T STA RTE D I N H O M E WA RE

HOW THE BIG BRANDS
ARE RESPONDING

The percentage of all
growth in homeware
that will be attributed
to the Asia Pacific
market, according
to Technavio. Higher
disposable incomes,
more households and
a desire for luxury
have spurred it on.
Alex Eagle’s Soho loft, London, 2017.

‘From them I got this great duality. My mom is a young mom – she is just
47 – and so I grew up with this amazing, fashionable young woman who
was listening to a blend of mainstream and Latin music, like U2,
The Cranberries and Alanis Morissette but also Selena. She and I both
shopped at places like Anthropologie, Urban Outfitters and J Crew.’
Now Brittany both lives and works in Boyle Heights in downtown
LA. The area has become a battleground for the Latino community in
particular, as local residents have banded together to fight against
gentrification. It is a fitting location for Brittany, who describes herself
as ‘always walking to the beat of my own drum’.
After struggling with school and college during the peak of the 2016
US presidential election, Brittany was jobless and scrolling on social media.
‘I was working as an Uber driver. I must have seemed directionless.’ She is
forthright about her lack of practical business experience. But what
Brittany’s CV may have lacked, she made up for by surrounding herself
with mentors, advisors and people she could look up to. Most of all, she
invested in developing her own skills, including the one she knew she
had down pat: building great relationships.
‘One day, I was searching through directories of small fashion brands
and I thought to myself: I wonder if there is anything like this for my
community? Spoiler alert: there wasn’t. So I created an Instagram account
to service the Latino community. After two years, I had grown this strong
Latino audience who trusted me. I tried to do an influencer model where
I’d charge brands for exposure – the problem was a lot of those smaller
companies were just starting out and they couldn’t afford to pay. Long
story short, the model wasn’t going to work.’
Instead, she pivoted her business model and built a dedicated Latino
brand directory. The data firm Nielsen had just put out a report titled
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LI V E + WO RK O N YO U R OWN T E RM S

9. What does success mean to you?
Being able to celebrate with your loved ones and keeping the
people you grew up with close to you.

76

04. B RI T TAN Y CHAV E Z – LOS AN G E L E S , U SA

01.

Major businesses in a number
of consumer-facing sectors have
reframed themselves as ‘lifestyle
brands’, with many covering
home decor. H&M Home
expanded into lighting, Zara
Home is launching pet furniture,
designer label Shrimps partnered
with retailer Habitat to launch
a homeware line, and Mango
is expanding into homeware
as well. While large homeware
companies can compete on
price, emerging brands are often
seen championing sustainable
and transparent sourcing and
fair wages for artisans. They’re
putting pressure on the big
players to up the ante on ethical,
fair production. IKEA, for
example, launched a buy-back
initiative in late 2020 in response
to consumers increasingly
demanding greater sustainability
and circularity from brands.

05. Flat-pack furniture.
Swyft and Basta offer
modular sofas to put
together at home, Grain
specialises in stools and
tables, and Housefish is
the expert on storage.

07. Signature wallpaper.
LA-based Jungalow has
a nature-inspired wallpaper
line, while Munks + Me
focuses on UK-designed
wall prints for kids’ spaces.
Meanwhile, Tempaper
and Chasing Paper have
pioneered removable
wallpaper technology, an
innovation that has been
welcomed by consumers.

02. Kitchen knives.
Knives are a growing
segment of the cookware
boom. London-based
Katto was born out of
the co-founders’ love for
cooking, while Material
has developed three core
products for different
culinary needs.

08. Home fragrance.
The candle industry has
ballooned and diffusers
have also expanded.
NEOM’s Wellbeing Pod
is a mechanical diffuser
containing essential oils
for de-stressing, boosting
mood and improving sleep.

03. Affordable art.
DROOL is helping lead the
movement to democratise
art by working directly
with small artists to scale
their businesses, while
Tappan connects artists
to collectors looking to
add colour and interest
to their homes.

09. Fitness as furniture.
Exercise machines are often
a clunky addition to your
home. Mirror is a workout
screen that doubles up as,
well, a mirror, while PENT’s
wood-crafted dumbbells are
a design-focused alternative
aimed at weight-lifters.

04. Functional toys.
Adults are playing more
– for their wellbeing, to
stay off screens and keep
their minds active. Forge
Creative builds luxury
chess sets, skateboards and
hula hoops out of wood.
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NICHES TO WATCH
Trends and sub-sectors worth
keeping an eye on.
01.

in a physical shop might also
be difficult. If you’re planning
to be online-only, how will
your brand experience
translate offline?

06. Sustainable bedding.
Brands are exploring new
materials for bed linens
to improve sleep quality
and reduce environmental
impact. Rise & Fall gets
into the weeds of yarn
quality and thread count.

Statement rugs.
Weaving and tufting
processes are typically
time-intensive and
laborious. As consumers
begin to appreciate that,
premium rug brands –
such as The Blue Boy and
URBANARA – are emerging.

(Clockwise from
above) Furniture to lease
from Conjure; Jiggy’s
Bathing with Flowers
puzzle; a Shida display;
Shrimps x Habitat lamp
and cushion.

HOW WILL YOU DEVELOP
AND BUILD YOUR PRODUCTS?
This includes where you’ll
source your materials, how
you’ll produce and the
factories you’ll work with.

(Clockwise from above)
Framed prints by DROOL,
which supports small
artists; Grain’s Atholl stool;
a pair of Disco oak side
tables from Basta.

10.

Office and organisation.
After seeing a flood of new
homeworkers needing
ergonomic furniture,
companies like Branch
and Fully offer lines of
beautiful office chairs,
desks, lamps and storage.

40%
The percentage of
US consumers wanting
to continue with homeimprovement projects
post-pandemic,
according to NPD.
Cleaning, landscaping
and remodelling took
off as people spent
more time indoors,
and hardware stores
have been one of
the fastest-growing
retailers as a result.

02. Curated vintage.
Consumers are after more
unique products, and they’re
turning back to vintage and
antique homeware for it.
Homeplace offers one-off
vintage pieces, while Poodle
and Blonde has gone for a
retro-inspired product line.

HOW DO YOU PLAN TO SCALE
THE BUSINESS UP?
Do the factories you partner
with offer the scale that you
might eventually need to
meet growing demand?

WHAT’S THE
CHALLENGE?
Before you jump straight into
the action, here are a few
questions to consider.
WHAT WILL YOU OFFER
THAT’S DIFFERENT?
New homeware brands are
either taking a jack-of-alltrades approach to product
development, or becoming
deep specialists. Which
route will you take?
WILL YOU LAUNCH ONLINE
OR OFFLINE?
Consumers can find
shopping for homeware
challenging, but buying

Maximalism.
Only keeping things that
spark joy, Marie Kondostyle might be on its way
out. Check out Loloi’s loud
rugs and La DoubleJ’s
unmissable sets of dinner
plates in vintage prints.

03. Dried flowers.
These are a longer-lasting
solution for plant lovers
– or those who are not
green-fingered. Fluoresse’s
bright collection has turned
heads of consumers and
wedding planners alike,
while Shida’s flowers are
preserved to last a year.

TRY THIS
Gardening and lawn
care have been one of
the largest-growing
homeware segments.
Globally, the industry
is expected to grow
by nearly $3 billion
between 2020 and
2024, according to
ReportLinker. Check
out Wood & Meadow
and the UK-based,
Japanese-rooted
Niwaki, for two brands
that are doing it right.

04. Ritual renting.
Home ownership is
tumbling, and furniture
ownership might be,
too. Conjure offers a
beautiful line of furniture
available to lease for
periods between three and
12 months. Customers pay
in monthly instalments.
05. Artist collaborations.
Brands are increasingly
looking to champion
independent artists where
they can. Jiggy, a puzzle
brand based in New York,
has female artists design
and illustrate each product.

LEARN MORE
THE RENDER. A podcast about
the interior design industry
and trends. @therender.co
DEZEEN. A treasure trove of
visual-design inspiration
covering homeware, interiors
and architecture projects.
dezeen.com
THE REVENGE OF ANALOG,
BY DAVID SAX. A journalist’s
perspective on why
people increasingly want
to own physical, tangible
products and objects.
GOODEE. A curated marketplace
of homeware goods produced
in a socially conscious fashion
and with sustainability in
mind. goodeeworld.com
91 MAGAZINE. A digital and
print publication that goes
beyond interior design to
creative living, as well as
offering online workshops
for aspiring business owners.
91magazine.co.uk
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HANDMADE IN JAPAN

HIGH ON DESIGN

The Pursuit of Perfection
in Traditional Crafts

The New Cannabis Culture

THE MONOCLE GUIDE
TO GOOD BUSINESS

HOW TO MAKE A NATION:
A MONOCLE GUIDE

Editors: gestalten & Irwin Wong
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 320 pages,
22.5 × 29 cm, 9 × 11 ½ inches
Price: € 45 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-992-7

Editors: gestalten &
Santiago Rodriguez Tarditi
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 256 pages,
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-880-7

By: Monocle
Features: Full color, linen
hardcover, stitch bound,
multiple paper stocks,
300 pages, 20 × 26.5 cm, 8 × 10 ½ inches
Price: € 45 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-537-0

By: Monocle
Features: Full color, linen
hardcover, stitch bound,
multiple paper stocks,
340 pages, 20 × 26.5 cm, 8 × 10 ½ inches
Price: € 45 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-648-3

BE WELL

THE ESSENCE

New Spa and Bath Culture
and the Art of Being Well

Discovering the World of Scent,
Perfume & Fragrance

THE MONOCLE GUIDE
TO BETTER LIVING

THE MONOCLE GUIDE
TO COSY HOMES

Editors: gestalten & Kari Molvar
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 256 pages,
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-995-8

Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 288 pages,
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-255-3

By: Monocle
Features: Full color, linen
hardcover, stitch bound,
multiple paper stocks,
400 pages, 20 × 26.5 cm, 8 × 10 ½ inches
Price: € 45 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-490-8

By: Monocle
Features: Full color, linen
hardcover, stitch bound,
multiple paper stocks,
400 pages, 20 × 26.5 cm, 8 × 10 ½ inches
Price: € 44 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-560-8

THE INCOMPLETE

THE NEW LUXURY

Highsnobiety Guide to
Street Fashion and Culture

Highsnobiety: Defining the
Aspirational in the Age of Hype

THE MONOCLE GUIDE TO
HOTELS, INNS AND HIDEAWAYS

THE MONOCLE GUIDE TO
SHOPS, KIOSKS AND MARKETS

Editors: gestalten & Highsnobiety
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, multiple paper stocks,
320 pages, 22.5 × 29 cm, 9 × 11 ½ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-580-6

Editors: gestalten & Highsnobiety
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 320 pages,
22.5 × 29 cm, 9 × 11 ½ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-983-5

By: Monocle
Features: Full color, linen, hardcover,
stitch bound, multiple paper stocks,
306 pages, 19 × 24 cm, 7 ½ × 9 ½ inches
Price: € 35 (D) £ 35 $ 50 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-952-1

By: Monocle
Features: Full color, linen, hardcover,
stitch bound, multiple paper stocks,
306 pages, 19 × 24 cm, 7 ½ × 9 ½ inches
Price: € 35 (D) £ 35 $ 50 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-967-5

LESS AND MORE

LESS BUT BETTER

The Design Ethos
of Dieter Rams

Weniger, aber besser

Editors: Klaus Klemp & Keiko Ueki-Polet
Features: Full color, PVC cover
in slipcase, 808 pages, 19 × 23 cm, 7 ½ × 9 inches
Language: English & German
Price: € 69.90 (D) £ 60 $ 90 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-584-4
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Editors: Dieter und Ingeborg
Rams Stiftung & Jo Klatt
Features: Full color, softcover,
154 pages, 21 × 29.7 cm, 8 ¼ × 11 ¾ inches
Language: English & German
Price: € 29.90 (D) £ 30 $ 40 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-525-7

EVERGREEN

THE MONOCLE GUIDE TO
BUILDING BETTER CITIES

Living with Plants

By: Monocle
Features: Full color, linen
hardcover, stitch bound,
multiple paper stocks,
320 pages, 20 × 26.5 cm, 8 × 10 ½ inches
Price: € 45 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-503-5

Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 256 pages,
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-673-5
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ESCAPE

TOUR OF THE MATTERHORN

SURROUNDING
SWITZERLAND’S MOST
ICONIC MOUNTAIN

Hiking Across The Alps

NEW

WANDERLUST ALPS
Editors: gestalten & Alex Roddie
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 320 pages,
22.5 × 29 cm, 9 × 11 ½ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 50 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-96704-021-0

Valais and Aosta Valley
SWITZERLAND

RELEASE (EUROPE & UK): SEPTEMBER 2021
R E L E A S E ( I N T E R N AT I O N A L ) : O CTO B E R 2 0 2 1

Serene, sublime, and sophisticated, the Alpine region
is the birthplace of mountaineering and a paradise
for hikers.
SAMPLE COVER

Stretching from France all the way down to
Slovenia, Europe’s majestic mountain range
encompasses eight countries. Wanderlust Alps
charts the region’s most treasured routes and
guides the reader every step of the way. Aimed
at those with an appetite for adventure, this
book offers a rich mix of treks for hikers who
wish to brave the elements. Through enlightening maps, first-hand tips, and breathtaking
photography, Wanderlust Alps illustrates why
the range’s craggy peaks and verdant plains
make it an outdoor playground in any season.

DOLOMITES ALTA VIA 2 Dolomites ITALY

posuere vulputate arcu. Phasellus accumsan cursus velit.
Vestibulum ante ipsum primis in faucibus orci luctus et ultrices posuere cubilia Curae; Sed aliquam, nisi quis porttitor
congue, elit erat euismod orci, ac placerat dolor lectus quis
orci. Phasellus consectetuer vestibulum elit.
Aenean tellus metus, bibendum sed, posuere ac, mattis non, nunc. Vestibulum fringilla pede sit amet augue. In
turpis. Pellentesque posuere. Praesent turpis. Aenean posuere, tortor sed cursus feugiat, nunc augue blandit nunc,
eu sollicitudin urna dolor sagittis lacus. Donec elit libero,
sodales nec, volutpat a, suscipit non, turpis. Nullam sagittis.
Suspendisse pulvinar, augue ac venenatis condimentum,
sem libero volutpat nibh, nec pellentesque velit pede quis
nunc. Vestibulum ante ipsum primis in faucibus orci luctus
et ultrices posuere cubilia Curae; Fusce id purus.
Ut varius tincidunt libero. Phasellus dolor. Maecenas
vestibulum mollis diam. Pellentesque ut neque. Pellentesque
habitant morbi tristique senectus et netus et malesuada
fames ac turpis egestas. In dui magna, posuere eget, vestibulum et, tempor auctor, justo. In ac felis quis tortor
malesuada pretium. Pellentesque auctor neque nec urna.
Proin sapien ipsum, porta a, auctor quis, euismod ut, mi.
Aenean viverra rhoncus pede. Pellentesque habitant morbi

! Lorem ipsum dolor sit.
# Lorem ipsum dolor sit.

“The summit, when
you reach it, is a
spectacular perch
high above a farreaching wilderness
of rock, ice, and
distant forest views.”

WHAT TO EXPECT

• Personalized advice and informative
texts by experienced hiker Alex Roddie
• Content to inspire hikers of varying experience and skill level; from day trips to
longer routes
• Stunning landscape and nature
photography
• Information on more than 50 epic trails

! Lorem ipsum dolor sit.
" Lorem ipsum dolor sit.
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ACCOMMODATIONS
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, Aenean
consectetuer adipiscing elit. commodo
ligula eget dolor. Aenean massa. Cum
sociis natoque penatibus et magnis dis
parturient montes, nascetur ridiculus.
HIGHLIGHTS
1. Kinder Scout
2. Top Withens
3. Malham Cove and its limestone
pavement
4. Pen-y-ghent
5. The Tan Hill Inn
6. High Force
7. High Cup Nick
8. Cross Fell
9. Hadrian’s Wall

HELPFUL HINTS
WHAT TO BRING
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, adipiscing
consectetuer adipiscing elit commodo
ligula eget dolor. Aenean massa. Cum

INGLEBOROUGH
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, magni
consectetuer adipiscing elit. Aenean
commodo ligula eget dolor. Aenean
massa. Cum sociis natoque penatibus.

PLANNING AND NAVIGATION
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consequat
consectetuer adipiscing elit. Aenean
commodo ligula eget dolor. Aenean etan
massa. Cum sociis natoque penatibus
magnis dis parturient montes, nascetur
ridiculus mus. Donec quam felis, vel
ultricies nec, pellentesque eu, pretium
quis, sem. Nulla consequat massa quis
enim. Donec pede justo, fringilla vel,
aliquet nec, c eget, arcu. In enim justo,
rhoncus ut.
SUPPLIES
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, Aenean
consectetuer adipiscing elit. commodo
ligula eget dolor. Aenean massa. Cum
sociis natoque penatibus et magnis dis
parturient montes, nascetur ridiculus
mus. Donec qu.:
• Marsden
• Hebden Bridge
• Gargrave
• Malham
• Horton-in-Ribblesdale
• Hawes
• Middleton-in-Teesdale
• Alston
• Bellingham
WATER
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, Aenean
consectetuer adipiscing elit commodo
ligula eget dolor. Aenean massa. Cum
sociis natoque penatibus et magnis dis
parturient montes, nascetur ridiculus
mus. Donec quam felis, ultricies nec,

FRANCE
Z Ü R ICH

TZERLAND
SWI

THE CHEVIOT
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, massatan
consectetuer adipiscing elit. Aenean
commodo ligula massa. Cum sociis nat.

BACKGROUND
AN ACT OF CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit. Aenean commodo
ligula eget dolor. Aenean massa. Cum
sociis natoque penatibus et magnis dis
parturient montes, nascetur ridiculus
mus. Donec quam felis, ultricies nec,
pellentesque eu, pretium quis, sem.
Nulla consequat massa quis enim. Donec
pede justo, fringilla vel, aliquet nekolc,
vulputate eget, arcu. In massenim justo,
rhoncus ut, imperdiet a, venenatis vitae,
justo. Nullam dictum felis eu pede mollis
pretium. Integer tincidunt. Cras dapibus.
Vivamus elementum semper nisi. Aenean
vulputate eleifend tellus. Aenean leo
ligula, porttitor eu.

FLORA & FAUNA

ESCAPE

LIECHTENSTEIN
SA RGA NS

B E R N E S E
O B E R L A N D

Klausenpass

Surenenpass

(2,292 m / 7,520 ft)

(1,948 m / 6,391 ft)

Altdorf

Weisstannen
Elm

Foopass

(2,223 m / 7.293 ft)

Richetlipass

(2,260 m / 7,415 ft)

Meiringen
Grosse Scheidegg

Reichenbach Falls

(1,962 m / 6,437 ft)

L A U T E R B R U N N E N
Grindelwald
V A L L E Y Kleine Scheidegg
(2,061 m / 6,762 ft)

MON T R EU X

L a ke G e n ev a

Gstaad

Griesalp
Kandersteg
Adelboden

Rochers
de Naye

5

3
4

1
2

Hohtürli

(2,778 m / 9,114 ft)

Blüemlisalphütte

(2,042 m / (6,699 ft)

1…

Wetterhorn

2…

Schreckhorn

3…

Eiger (3,970 m / 13,025 ft)

4…

Mönch

5…

Jungfrau

PEAT HABITAT RESTORATION
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit. Aenean commodo
ligula eget dolor. Aenean massa. Cum
sociis natoque penatibus et magnis dis
parturient montes, nascetur ridiculus
mus. Donec quam felis, ultricies nec,
rhoncus ut, imperdiet a, venenatis vitae,
justo. Nullam dictum felis eu pede mollis
pretium. Integer tincidunt. Cras dapibus.
vulputate eget, arcu. In enim justo, nam
ligula, porttitor eu.

(3,692 m / 12,113 ft)
(4,078 m / 13,379 ft)

(4,107 m / 13,474 ft)
(4,158 m / 13,642 ft)

I TA LY
M IL A NO

N
46° 28' 22.5516'' N
7° 17' 10.932'' E

24 km / 15 mi

12
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GERMANY

e

FOOTWEAR
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, Lorem
ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer
adipiscing elit. Aenean commodo ligula
eget dolor. Aenean massa. Cum sociis
natoque penatibus et magnis dis
parturient montes, nascetur ridiculus
mus. Donec quam felis, ultricies nec,
pellentesque eu, pretium.

GORDALE SCAR
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, magni
consectetuer adipiscing elit. Aenean
commodo ligula eget dolor. Aenean
massa. Cum sociis natoque penatibus.

hin

SEASON
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, Aenean
consectetuer adipiscing elit. commodo
ligula eget dolor. Aenean massa. Cum
sociis natoque penatibus et magnis dis
parturient montes, nascetur ridiculus .

BONUS TRACKS

rR

TOTAL ELEVATION GAIN
9,705 m (31,841 ft)

sociis natoque penatibus et magnis dis
parturient montes, nascetur ridiculus
mus. Donec quam felis, ultricies nec,
pellentesque eu, pretium quis, sem.
Nulla consequat massa quis enim.
Donec pede justo, fringilla vel, aliquet
nec, vulputate.

ve

START / FINISH
Dolomites, Italy
Dolomites, Italy

Ri

GOOD TO KNOW

ALEX RODDIE
is an active backpacker and mountaineer
with over 15 years of outdoor experience.
Based in England, he works as an editor,
writer, and photographer for outdoorrelated print publications and online media.
Wanderlust Europe was released by gestalten
in 2020.
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NORTH AMERICA'S MOST BREATHTAKING
LANDSCAPES WILL UNFOLD OUTSIDE
YOUR WINDOW

The Inside Track
to the World's Greatest
Rail Routes

Introduced in 1955, Canada’s most famous passenger train runs from
Vancouver in the west to Toronto in the east, covering the length of the
country over four nights.

NEW

EPIC TRAIN JOURNEYS
Editors: gestalten & Monisha Rajesh
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 288 pages,
22.5 × 29 cm, 9 × 11 ½ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-96704-020-3

RELEASE (EUROPE & UK): SEPTEMBER 2021
R E L E A S E ( I N T E R N AT I O N A L ) : O CTO B E R 2 0 2 1

We’ve got a ticket to ride! When the journey is as
important as the destination, traveling by train makes
perfect sense. Take your seat and enjoy the view.
SAMPLE COVER

10

11

Train travel has always been more than just
getting from A to B. It is one of the only modes
of transport that allows you to unwind in
style, get lost in the breathtaking scenery
whizzing outside, and dine on a rolling culinary adventure. A new generation of explorers
are on board with the boundless possibilities
of rail travel, with many favoring it as a more
sustainable alternative to flying.
Train expert Monisha Rajesh presents
50 legendary routes inspired by her extensive voyages. This wondrous journey winds
through mountainous terrains, tropical jungles, and occasionally places one wouldn't
dare to venture. From local day-trips to crosscountry connections that last for days on
end, this is a showcase of everything from
cheap seats to luxury locomotives. More than
just route suggestions, Epic Train Journeys is
your ticket to make the most of traveling by
train. All aboard!

Serra Verde Express
Deep in the rainforests of Brazil, the Serra
Verde Express is one of the only passenger
trains in the country, corkscrewing around
the jungle to the coast
Imagine waking up and raising the blind to see a Peruvian sunrise over
Lake Titicaca. With a cup of coﬀee warming your hands, you can join other passengers outside in the cold or watch from under your duvet as the
skies turn peach over water as still as glass. Many train journeys claim to
be breathtaking, but few take that cliché as literally as Belmond’s Andean
Explorer, which ascends to altitudes that can make your head spin.
Starting the two-night journey in the buzzing city of Arequipa, the
train travels overnight, arriving at the world’s highest navigable lake at
dawn, 12,500 feet (3,810 meters) above sea level. After breakfast, passengers take boats over the lake to the Uros and Taquile islands. The former
are floating, man-made islands constructed hundreds of years ago from
dried totora reeds that grow in the water. They are home to Indigenous
people who live oﬀ sustainable fishing, potato farming, and tourism.
The inhabitants of Taquile, meanwhile, are renowned for their colorful handwoven fabrics, which were recognized by UNESCO in 2005 as a
“Masterpiece of the Oral and Intangible Heritage of Humanity.”
In between excursions there’s time for unwinding in your compartment, sipping a pisco sour in the observation car or chatting to other passengers in the piano bar car, with its wooden floors and splashes of bright
cushions and throws, patterned with typical Peruvian stripes and zigzags.
True to Belmond’s levels of service, expect menus featuring seared sea
bass, crisp duck breast, and puddings so pretty you could hang them on the
wall. On the final afternoon, the train arrives in Cusco, the former capital
of the Inca empire. So rich is the region’s history that it could take forever to explore, but almost all passengers continue to South America’s most
sensational archaeological site, mighty Machu Picchu. ●

FROM

The Andean mountains

OPERATED BY

Belmond (belmond.com)

DURATION

2 nights

POINTS OF INTEREST

The new European languages
are members of the same
family. Their separate
existence is a myth. For
science, music, sport, etc,
Europe uses the same
vocabulary. The languages only
diﬀer in their grammar, their
pronunciation

Arequipa to Cusco, Peru

THROUGH

Raqch’i, an Inca
archaeological site

WHEELCHAIR ACCESSIBLE

No

MAKE SURE TO

Stay hydrated to stave off the
effects of altitude sickness

4

5

WHAT TO EXPECT

• An engaging journey through some of
the world’s most memorable routes
• A wide range of rail liners from luxurious
locomotives to budget-friendly local rides
• Helpful tips and tricks to make this an
unforgettable adventure
• Route-planning advice to help readers
make the more sustainable change from
aviation to rail
MONISHA RAJESH
is an author and journalist whose writing
has appeared in Time magazine, Vanity Fair,
The New York Times, The Guardian, The Sunday
Times and The Sunday Telegraph in which
she wrote a monthly column about travelling
the world by train.
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With plenty to do on board,
it’s easy to forget that this
train is taking you across the
second-largest country in the
world, so make sure to look
up once in a while and absorb
the vastness speeding by.

The new European languages
are members of the same
family. Their separate
existence is a myth. For
science, music, sport, etc,
Europe uses the same
vocabulary.

14

15
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Exploring the Roads
Less Cycled

NEW

BIKEPACKING
Editors: gestalten & Stefan Amato
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 288 pages,
22.5 × 29 cm, 9 × 11 ½ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-96704-013-5

R E L E A S E ( E U R O P E & U K ) : J U LY 2 0 2 1
R E L E A S E ( I N T E R N AT I O N A L ) : S E P T E M B E R 2 0 2 1

An uplifting collection of routes, journeys, anecdotes,
and tips to explore the country by bicycle.
SAMPLE COVER

YORKSHIRE’S SECRET DALE

They say that what matters is the journey and
not the destination, and that couldn’t be more
accurate when it comes to bicycle touring and
bike packing. Taking the roads less travelled,
exploring the surroundings at every pedal of
the way, and embracing the freedom it offers:
long-distance cycling is more than a method
of transportation–it’s a vibrant travelling
philosophy. Bikepacking is the publication to
discover the adventurous spirit of bikepacking. Exploring journeys in different regions
around the world, introducing the people and
culture around it, and giving you the lowdown
of all the tips and tricks, this book presents
the insights and inspiration to plan your own
expeditions, no matter how experienced (or
not) you are. Pack your bag and prep your
bike, the journey awaits!

FEAR AND FRIENDSHIP
ON THE BAJA DIVIDE
ROUTE

BAJA DIVIDE
LOCATION

USA/MEXICO

just before 08:00 on 2 January 2017, Chris
That group standing on the beach
Goodman left a small bag containing a t-shirt had been drawn by tales of beaches
and a pair of jeans at reception in his down- and cacti, of rich birria and spicy fish
town San Diego hostel. With it, a short note tacos, of endless dirt trails and epic
saying that he’d be back to collect it in nine coastal views. The route connects the
weeks time. Then he rolled his bike out Pacific Ocean and the Sea of Cortez;
onto the street and pedalled down to the running from San Diego – via historic
waterfront to meet up with 100 people Spanish mission sites rich with shade and
he’d never met before…
water, remote ranchos and fishing villages,
Nine months before an open invitation bustling highway towns, and every major
was published to anyone who wanted to mountain range in Baja California on miles
join a ‘group start’ and ride the newly and miles of beautiful backcountry desert
created Baja Divide route. Nicholas tracks – to the very tip of the Peninsula.
Carmen and Lael Wilcox had pulled
Standing at the edges of the group, Chris
the 2700km route together in 2016 and felt a pang of nerves. Despite his experience
wanted to generate some interest in he had never ridden in a big group before, and
it as the website went live.
never in a country where the terrain, culture →
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WHAT TO EXPECT

oluptatus molupta
quiatur re nosanis
et est imporem ipis
volorem olesequat
est volenditem
sundici entisseque
eium et ex excest,

ON A BIKEPACKING TRIP LIKE THIS ALONG
THE LENGTH OF A RIVER, YOU WILL RIDE, SWIM,
DRINK, WADE, HIKE, AND FISH.
packing, including. traditional fly fishing (with smaller bodies of water. David little trout over two fly-fishing sessions, but
a 9-10 foot rod and reel/line) or tenkara (with and Stefan used the more trathat is not the point. The point is the pursuit,
a typically much shorter rod and a fixed line, ditional 9-10 foot rods that break and the joy, serenity and escape of being
that packs down small enough to fit in a
down and can squeeze into a 3 foot immersed in these upland landscapes. As
hip pack). A traditional setup is great for
carrying-tube. There are few options Thoreau said: “Many [people] go fishing
learning to cast properly, especially for for carrying rods while biking— bar/ all of their lives, without knowing that
lake and reservoir stillwater fishing,which top-tube/fork leg—unless you opt for a it is not fish they are after.” After a first
you need a longer line for.Tenkara is tenkara-style, which fit onto a hip pack or proper bikefishing experience, it is hard
within a bike bag.
originally the Japanese term for “fishing
to argue with that.
from heaven,” and this style of rod is
On a bikepacking trip like this along the
When you have the chance, strap a
used for the popular mountain stream length of a river, you will ride, swim, drink, wade, fishing rod to your bike and head off
fly-fishing and close-cast fishing in hike, and fish. And, yes, the guys only caught one bikefishing. Which river could you

2
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• A title co-edited by the founder of
celebrated bikepacking platform Pannier
and cyclist extraordinaire, Stefan Amato
• Exclusive texts, illustrations, and maps
by Stefan Amato and additional texts
by bike expert Tom Hill
• A well-balanced mix of inspiring
stories along with first-hand tips and
advice from the experts to plan your
own adventures

BIKES, BAGS & SETUPS

FASTPACKER
bike: Road/Gravel/
Mountain
luggage: Bikepacking Bags
trips & terrain: Fast
and light road and off-road
adventures carrying the bare
minimum. Typically shorter
trips, in known weathers,
using accommodation.
Camping and cooking are
seen more as secondary
shelter, with only really
room for a bivvy bag setup,
lightweight stove-set, and
minimal supplies...

Ride. Drink. Eat. Sleep. Repeat. The development of rackless bags, lightweight technical kit,
and “all-terrain” bikes means that all the gear you need can be carried nimbly, for wilderness
wanderers. Bike and setup versatility—the ability to both pedal off-road passes and comfortably
cruise sealed roads—is key for bikepacking trips. Adapt your plans to the bike and kit you have.

J

H
1

TRADITIONAL TOURER

E

G
6

3

2

8

bike: Touring/Expedition
luggage: Traditional
Pannier Bags
trips & terrain: Road and
light off-road adventures,
for as long as you want to be
away. A full set of panniers
not only offers more space
to carry whatever you need,
but are less fiddly to pack
and easier to take on and
off the bike. However, rigid
racks do add an element
of vulnerability, and the
additional weight makes the
bike less agile across technical

4
L
F

D

5
A

STEFAN AMATO
is founder of Pannier.cc–a UK-based bikepacking tour curator and operator–which has
been rolling since 2012. You’ll find him riding
his local Peak District National Park roads and
tracks, or dreaming-up the next trip over a map
and outside brew.

C

7
J
B
K

B
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ALTERNATIVES
BIKEPACKING BAGS

BIKE & SETUP FACTORS

BIKEPACKER

Total capacity will be based on bike size
and space available - always measure
and check with bag manufacturers.
1. Seat Pack (8-16L)
2. Handlebar Pack (8-18L)
3. Handlebar Pouch Pack (1-3L)
4. Frame Pack (2-9L)
5. Fork Pack x 2 (6-8L)
6. Top Tube Packs x 2 (0.5-1L)
7. Down Tube Pack (1-2L)
8. Stem Packs x 2 (1-2L)
9. Hip Pack (2-6L)
10. Full Pannier Setup (75-105L)
= 30L-65L

Factors to consider when choosing and/
or editing your bike - things like bigger
tyres and lower gearing are essential for
heading off-road.
A Frame - Material / Geometry / Specs
B Gearing - Drivetrain Setup / Shifting
C Brakes Setup - Hydraulic/Mechanical
(Cable) Disc / Rim
D Wheel & Tyre Size / Tread
E Handlebars & Hand Positions
F Mounts for Racks / Cages
G Saddle & Fit
H Navigation / Devices
I Dynamo Hub - Lighting / Charging

bike: ‘All Terrain’ Gravel/Mountain
Luggage: Bikepacking Bags
trips & terrain:
Roam anywhere. With bigger
tyres and a nimbler setup, carry
everything you need for a few days
and reach higher, more remote,
wild worlds, even if pushing your
bike is required. Space can be
limited, especially for clunkier
items like 1L+ cook pots, water
and food supplies beyond 3-4 days.
Tape your frame where bags
attach and might rub...

ESCAPE

bike: Various
luggage: Trailers/Racks/
Baskets/Backpacks
trips & terrain: Various.
Mix things up! Sometimes a
‘bikepacker’ setup with the
addition of front panniers
or a backpack helps carry
enough supplies and equipment for a few more days in
the wild, and doesn’t affect
technical off-road capabilities too much. Sometimes
a ‘fastpacker’ setup with the
addition of a trailer enables
adventures with kids...
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ON THE RUN
Running Across
the Globe

STAY WILD
Cabins, Rural Getaways,
and Sublime Solitude

Editors: gestalten & Nick Butter
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 256 pages,
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-864-7

On your marks, get set, go! Embracing the enduring
appeal of running for sport, fitness, and fun.
Running is one of the most popular and
accessible sports in the world. From training
apps to park runs, marathons, and ultramarathons, the world of running is diverse
and widespread. Offering insight on its rich
history whilst demystifying the science of
the body, On the Run has been composed to
educate and inspire runners of all experience levels. Inspiring you to put your best
foot forward, this title looks at races and
clubs throughout the world and displays
how runners from different backgrounds,
of different ages, and with different abilities
are championing the sport.
More than a health trend, running fosters
community. On the Run is a step by step introduction into this adrenaline-fueled world,
providing mentorship and encouragement
through profiles of runners setting the pace
in their own ways.
NICK BUTTER
is a British long-distance runner, adventurer,
and motivational speaker. In 2019, he became
the first person ever to run a marathon in
every country in the world, doing so in just
23 months. His colossal achievement is
recognized as one of the most daring feats
of physical and mental endurance, making
his personal insight invaluable.

M AD E I R A
I S L AN D
ULTR A-TR AI L
It rarely gets much better, or harder,
than this—running from sea to sea via
the steepest mountainous peaks
of the island of Madeira. A young race
compared to many and often overlooked,
it is well organized, with some of the
most beautiful scenery in the world.
One to consider.

The island of Madeira is a popular tourist destination, visited by
about a million holidaymakers every year. They come to this tiny
island in the Atlantic for its mild and sunny climate, mountainous
beauty, and rich culture. Madeira is a paradise for wildlife enthusiasts
especially, and the trails and levadas (man-made water channels)
that cut across the rocky island wind past waterfalls, rockpools,
and subtropical forests, including the Laurisilva—the ancient laurel
wood that stands on the north side of the island and is a protected
Unesco World Heritage site.
Arguably, however, the best is saved for participants in this
family of trail-running events, which takes runners deep into the
island interior and away from coastal tourist hotspots. Emerging from
an annual tradition that took hold among the island’s trail-running
enthusiasts, the first oﬃcial version of the Madeira Island Ultra-Trail ▶
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T h e C a l l o f t h e W i l d: R e m o t e
R u n s i n S p ec t a c u l a r N a t u r e
If you’re looking for a rugged and remote setting for your run, head to the lava
fields of Iceland or the mountainous wilds of New Zealand. Hike along the trails
of the Scottish Highlands, and explore the depths of Charyn Canyon. These
dramatic locations oﬀer untouched natural beauty in abundance.

Iceland

Editors: gestalten & Canopy & Stars
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 256 pages,
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-861-6

Low-impact tourism that cuts your carbon footprint
and enhances your connection to nature.
For the first time in decades, our worlds got
smaller, but for many, travel limitations have
fostered a newfound appreciation for regional
vacations. Are you ready and willing to digitally detox? Leave the city behind you, switch
off, reconnect with yourself and nature, and
fall in love with the world again through the
pages of Stay Wild.
Follow us deep into the woods on a journey that showcases new ways to escape into
Europe’s vast and eclectic landscape. With
an emphasis on environmentally-friendly
travel, Stay Wild shines the light on places
for curious, conscious travelers to rest and
recharge. From towering treehouses, compact
cabins, houseboats, yurts, and mobile homes
that let you cook your meals al fresco whilst
the campfire flickers, this book showcases
alternative travel’s astounding diversity and
enriching qualities.

118

CANOPY & STARS
Launched in 2010, Canopy & Stars is an
online platform where people can book
stays in weird and wonderful locations all
over Europe. With authenticity, creativity
and a connection to nature at its core,
Canopy & Stars strive to facilitate meaningful experiences that have a positive impact
on the environment.

A dream destination for runners around the globe, Iceland oﬀers
a wealth of running options, be it around the capital Reykjavík or
out along the barren, volcanic coastline, with nothing but the
birds and the breeze alongside you. This is the most sparsely
populated country in Europe—you’ll have no problem escaping
from civilization.
For proper, hard-core running, your best bet is to pack a
bag with a tent and some warm clothes and food, and just run in
any direction from Reykjavík city center. You could even run from
the airport. Better still, hire a car for a week and spend days upon
days exploring the endless waterfalls, geysers, and hot springs.
Pick the time of year wisely. Iceland’s weather oﬀers spectacular eﬀects. From January to April, and again from late August to midApril, the clear skies and pitch-black nighttime darkness bring the
green aurora of the northern lights. During the remaining months,
the weather will be kinder and less harsh, but by no means hot. ▶

“The must-have book for outdoor running
enthusiasts” (translated from Italian)
CLUB MIL ANO

Above and opposite: almost 80 percent of Iceland is
uninhabited, which makes it an ideal destination for trail
running. Numerous gravel tracks crisscross the island,
through fertile lowlands with rugged, rocky outcrops,
many just 20 kilometers (12 miles) or so from the capital.
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WANDERLUST EUROPE

WANDERLUST USA

The Great European Hike

The Great American Hike

Editors: gestalten & Alex Roddie
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 328 pages,
22.5 × 29 cm, 9 × 11 ½ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 50 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-866-1

Editors: gestalten & Cam Honan
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 320 pages,
22.5 × 29 cm, 9 × 11 ½ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 50 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-985-9

THE HIDDEN TRACKS

WANDERLUST

Wanderlust off the Beaten Path

Hiking on Legendary Trails

Editors: gestalten & Cam Honan
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 272 pages,
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-955-2

Editors: gestalten & Cam Honan
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 256 pages,
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-901-9

FAMILY ADVENTURES

CLIFFHANGER

Exploring the World
with Children

New Climbing
Culture & Adventures

BOULDERING
Climbing, No Ropes
Attached

By: Bernd Zangerl
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 232 pages,
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-024-5

Lift yourself into the world of bouldering and
teach the body and mind new extremes.

3

Climbing boulders without using a lot of
equipment gives you a close connection with
nature and demands discipline and endurance, but also rewards you with the joy of
experimenting and a positive approach to
failure. In this book, the “natural-born free
climber” Bernd Zangerl and his fellow authors
and boulderers show you everything you
need to know about the fascinating and
challenging aspects of this innovative sport—
from well-known bouldering areas and
famous personalities to competitions and
the right training. All the most exciting and
beautifully inspiring moments are brought
together in this definitive guide to modern
bouldering!

As a primal
form of
movement,
climbing is in
our genes—
we have been
climbing
throughout
human history.

Angie Payne against a
dramatic and beautiful
backdrop in Greenland.

Editors: gestalten & Austin Sailsbury
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 264 pages,
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 50 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-865-4

Editors: gestalten & Julie Ellison
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 288 pages,
22.5 × 29 cm, 9 × 10 ½ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-996-5

BERND ZANGERL
is regarded as one of the best boulderers
of all-time. Born in 1978 in Tyrol, he was
surrounded by mountains and began
bouldering at a young age. After great
success in alpine climbing, he later turned to
bouldering and found his true passion here.

In “Magic Valley” (Hamachal
Pradesh, India), Bernd Zangerl has,
along with the local population,
developed a strategy to deal with
bouldering. It is necessary to
regulate the influx of tourists to
preserve the area for the future.

WHY BOULDERS DESERVE
OUR RESPECT
Klaus Haselböck

THE GREAT ALONE

The Journey of my Life

Walking the
Pacific Crest Trail

By: Santiago Lange
Editor: Pantauro
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 240 pages, 14.5 × 21 cm,
6 × 8 ¼ inches
Price: € 24 (D) £ 21.99 $ 29.95
ISBN: 978-3-89955-006-1

AVAIL ABLE IN FRENCH

WIND

By: Tim Voors
Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 240 pages,
17 × 24 cm, 6 ¾ × 9 ½ inches
Price: € 24.90 (D) £ 21.99 $ 30 (US)
ISBN English: 978-3-89955-977-4
ISBN French: 978-3-89955-874-6
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For some decades now, the Society for the German
Language in Wiesbaden has been choosing the word,
and especially the un-word, of the year. In recent
years, the concept of “sustainability,” in particular,
has had an increasing chance of being honored with
this dubious title. Over the past few years, this term
has been so misused and overused in politics and
business that we can no longer bear to hear it. This is
quite surprising, because the word actually stands for
positive developments and essential considerations:
namely, how we human beings could act ecologically,
economically, and fairly. It is about how we could
carefully protect the planet that has been given to
us by previous generations, so that it remains worth
living on for the generations to come.
The idea has its origins in forestry. As early as
the 18th century, people realized that forests had to
be logged carefully—that is, only in sections. If you
cut down all the trees at once, this may mean maximizing profit in the short term, but you risk losing
the forest as a source of income and as an equally
valuable natural habitat. If, on the other hand, you
act carefully and only fell as many trees as can grow
back in the medium term, the forest will be able
to regenerate. It will remain intact, in ecological
balance, and also profitable in economic terms—that
is, sustainable for both nature and humankind.
However, sustainability does not apply only to forests, but is understood as having a wider application

today. In 2015, the United Nations formulated
17 goals for “sustainable development,” placing
human beings at the heart of them. The scope
of these Sustainable Development Goals ranges
from gender equality and decent work for all to the
protection of ecosystems. These ambitious goals,
which usually require complex solutions, can
only be achieved through global partnerships.
Communities of nations must be just as involved
as companies. The idea of sustainability has long
since ceased to be a philosophical luxury. We all
bear responsibility for a life free of conflict and, in
extreme cases, even for the survival of humanity
within an intact natural environment, and we must
all make our contribution to this.
What do these considerations have to do with
boulders? Boulders were often created millions of
years ago and will probably still be part of the landscape when we humans no longer exist, so why
would we have to think about sustainability in terms
of bouldering as well? After all, it is a sport that
requires minimal equipment and follows very simple
rules, and nothing is drilled: Apart from the regular
removal of plant growth and the use of chalk, the
rocks remain largely intact and undamaged. Which
in itself is very sustainable, isn’t it?
This is true in principle, but it is equally true
that in the last few years the sport of climbing as a
whole has experienced a huge boom, and therefore
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SAILING THE SEAS

THE FLY FISHER

A Voyager’s Guide
to Oceanic Getaways

The Essence and
Essentials of Fly Fishing

UPDATED
EDITION

THE NEW OUTSIDERS

THE NEW TRADITIONAL

A Creative Life Outdoors

Heritage, Craftsmanship,
and Local Identity

Editors: gestalten & The Sailing
Collective
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 264 pages,
22.5 × 29 cm, 9 × 11 ½ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-997-2

Editors: gestalten, Maximilian Funk,
Thorsten Strüben & Jan Blumentritt
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 256 pages,
24 × 30 cm, 9½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-146-4

Editors: gestalten & Jeffrey Bowman
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 256 pages,
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-964-4

Editors: gestalten & BESIDE
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 272 pages,
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-984-2

SHE SURF

SURF ODYSSEY

NORDIC CYCLE

The Rise of
Female Surfing

The Culture of
Wave Riding

ONE YEAR ON A BIKE

Editors: gestalten & Lauren L. Hill
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 256 pages,
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 35 (D) £ 30 $ 50 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-998-9

Bicycle Adventures
in the North

Editors: gestalten & Andrew Groves
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 320 pages,
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 55 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-653-7

By: Martijn Doolaard
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 368 pages,
24 × 32 cm, 9 ½ × 12 ½ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-906-4

Editors: gestalten & Tobias Woggon
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 196 pages,
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 29.90 (D) £ 25.99 $ 40 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-863-0

SURF SHACKS VOL. 2

SURF SHACKS

TWO WHEELS SOUTH

RIDE OUT!

A New Wave
of Coastal Living

An Eclectic Compilation of
Creative Surfers’ Homes

A Motorcycle Adventure
from Brooklyn to Ushuaia

Motorcycle Roadtrips
and Adventures

Editor: Indoek
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 288 pages,
24 × 28 cm, 9 ½ × 11 inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-907-1

By: Matias Corea
Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 272 pages,
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 29.90 (D) £ 25.99 $ 40 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-976-7

Editor: Indoek
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 288 pages,
24 × 28 cm, 9 ½ × 11 inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-857-9

AVAIL ABLE IN FRENCH

From Amsterdam
to Singapore

Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 272 pages,
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN English: 978-3-89955-957-6
ISBN French: 978-3-89955-890-6

REMOTE PLACES
TO STAY
The Most Unique Hotels
at the End of the World
Editors: Debbie Pappyn &
David De Vleeschauwer
Features: Full color, linen hardcover,
stitch bound, 312 pages,
20.5 × 27 cm, 8 × 10 ½ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-986-6
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BON VOYAGE

THE GRAND HOSTELS

MR HUDSON
EXPLORES

Boutique Hotels for the
Conscious Traveler

Luxury Hostels
of the World

Editors: gestalten & Clara Le Fort
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 288 pages,
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-963-7

Editors: gestalten & Kash Bhattacharya
Features: Full color, flexicover,
stitch bound, 320 pages,
17 × 22.5 cm, 6 ¾ × 9 inches
Price: € 29.90 (D) £ 25 $ 40
ISBN: 978-3-89955-684-1

The Gay Man’s Travel
Companion

ESCAPE

Editors: gestalten & Mr Hudson
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 320 pages,
17 × 22.5 cm, 6 ¾ × 9 inches
Price: € 29.90 (D) £ 25.99 $ 40
ISBN: 978-3-89955-974-3
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HIT THE ROAD

Explorers, Vans, and
Life Off the Beaten Track

Vans, Nomads and
Roadside Adventures

Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 256 pages,
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 35 (D) £ 35 $ 45 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-594-3

AVAIL ABLE IN FRENCH

OFF THE ROAD

Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 272 pages,
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 35 (D) £ 35 $ 45 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-938-5

New Wheels for
the Post-Petrol Age

AVAIL ABLE IN FRENCH

THE CURRENT

The Era of the
Elegant Sports Car

Editors: gestalten & Paul d’Orléans
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 208 pages,
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 35 (D) £ 35 $ 50 (US)
ISBN English: 978-3-89955-956-9
ISBN French: 978-3-89955-889-0

GENTLEMEN,
START YOUR ENGINES!

BORN-FREE
Motorcycle Show

The Bonhams Guide to
Classic Sports & Race Cars
Editors: gestalten & Jared Zaugg
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 320 pages,
30 × 27 cm, 11 ¾ × 10 ½ inches
Price: € 49.90 (D) £ 50 $ 70 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-567-7

The Ultimate Sportscar
as Cultural Icon

Editors: gestalten & Ulf Poschardt
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 240 pages,
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 35 (D) £ 35 $ 40
ISBN: 978-3-89955-687-2

ISBN French: 978-3-89955-111-2

BEAUTIFUL MACHINES

Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 336 pages,
30 × 27 cm, 11 ¾ × 10 ½ inches
Price: € 49.90 (D) £ 45 $ 69 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-988-0

PORSCHE 911

Editor: DicE Magazine
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 320 pages,
28 × 21.5 cm, 11 × 8 ½ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-961-3

The thinking man’s sports car: a symbol of the relentless
desire for peak power and limitless performance.
The Porsche 911 inspires a worldwide ripple effect.
When Ferdinand Porsche could not find a
sports car he liked, he decided to build one
himself. The rest is history. Jerry Seinfeld
collects Porsches, Steve McQueen loved the
car. Since its launch in 1963, the 911 has built
a reputation for itself as “the thinking man’s
sports car.” Both a car and a cultural icon, it
has earned a fan base that spans from young
to old, East to West, connoisseur to
enthusiast.
ULF POSCHARDT
Born in Nuremburg in 1967, Ulf Poschardt is
a graduate of philosophy and a prominent
German journalist. In his professional past,
Poschardt has been chief editor of the
German edition of Vanity Fair. In addition
to this book dedicated to the Porsche 911,
his other publications include DJ Culture.

1974
1989

↠ The models: the
911 Turbo (front),
911 Coupe (back), and
911 Carrera Targa
(right) lined up in 1976.

The G Model
The Golden Ratio

VELO 3RD GEAR
Bicycle Culture
and Stories

Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 256 pages,
24 × 28 cm, 9 ½ × 11 inches
Price: € 38 (D) £ 40 $ 49.95 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-652-0

60

One year after Andreas Baader’s arrest the
classic 911 was replaced by the G model. This
marked the beginning of a maturation
process for the 911, which, after passing
through three high-powered SC models,
culminated in the high-class 911 Carrera.
With its 231 hp and the corresponding road
performance, this 911, in contrast to the S
and RS models with their ostentatiously
paraded athleticism, was completely
without affectations.

VELO CITY
Bicycle Culture
and City Life

80

This 911 extended and prolonged the commercial viability
of the classic 911, subtly developing its formal language. The
dimensions were almost identical and the interior remained
virtually unchanged. While the G models produced in the first
four years were serially produced variants of the classic 911
with basic motorization, in 1978, with the production of the
first SC, the Carrera’s wider bodywork became standard and
the G model received that sensuous, highly elegant, and ideally
proportioned appearance, which, especially in the last five years
of the “Carrera” model, made it into the most handsome Porsche
for many 911 fans. The 911 obtained its golden ratio. For friends of
the air-cooled 911, who casually call themselves Luftis [ 1 ] (airies),
the G model manifested the ideal of the 911. Only at the end,
with the 1989 model, did the 16 inch Fuchs
[ 1 ] Englishrims, 6 inch wide at the front and 8 inch wide
speaking fans of
at the back, become standard. “This further
the air-cooled
Porsches also take
enhanced its appearance,” reported Jörg Austen
up the German
in his technical documentation of the 911.
term: Luftgekühlt.

1974 – 1989

The G-Model – The Golden Ratio

Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 256 pages,
24 × 28 cm, 9 ½ × 11 inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 40 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-654-4
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FOOD & BEVERAGES

Global Coffee Culture
and Recipes

NEW

SPILL THE BEANS
Editors: gestalten & Lani Kingston
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 288 pages,
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-96704-035-7

RELE ASE (EUROPE & UK): OCTOBER 2021
R E L E A S E ( I N T E R N AT I O N A L ) : N O V E M B E R 2 0 2 1

Life doesn't work without coffee. This book takes
the reader on a caffeinated tour that unveils
the richness of coffee culture, the history of beans,
stories, and recipes from around the world.

THE
SURPRISING
COFFEE
TRADITION IN
SINGAPORE

Coffee is the world’s cup. Over 2.25 billion are
brewed, sipped, and savored on a daily basis.
A loyal companion and energetic facilitator
of the everyday, coffee has sprouted an entire
cafe culture and a booming industry. While
the caffeine fix is hard to ignore, this beloved
hot drink holds a rich and diverse history
that sinks deeper than the bottom of the cup.
Penned by expert journalist Lani Kingston,
Spill the Beans takes the reader on a journey
through Ethiopia, Guatemala, Vietnam, and
many other countries in between, exploring
the myriad ways in which coffee is produced,
traded, and enjoyed.
Hipster baristas may be dreaming up the
next seasonal latte at this very moment, but
the story of how the humble bean became
a global icon is engrained in history. An
essential title for armchair travelers, curious foodies, and cafe-hoppers alike, Spill
the Beans demonstrates that there’s a vast
world of coffee beyond the ubiquitous flat
white. This book is an ‘extra hot’ commodity,
maybe it is time to sample it?

SAMPLE COVER

Sequas quodi nuscid
ma nis des dolupta por
sinitate es moluptatur mi,
officiatu
tat m accat
Evendis simporempero omnimi, sed min et lit, solupta
simil invent molenis qui

Turkish coffee is a real tradition that
involves friends, family, and an overall sense of community. A pleasure of
daily life.

Above: Ab im voluptassin excerum quia
voluptaqui dolum sa qui nessi recae et
hariore prest, serupti blandit atatem.
Ibus diae pro que explautae nimaio.
Below: Tam earum que perepro cus se
pari delestrum nesed quis ullorei cietur,

Dae erereprovit reprae. Nam, occaborum abo. Nam debis sequi cus cum voles
rem ut doluptatum eos asperibus.Seni accabore, solorro omnis as magnim
reraerum coressin reicien delesed esentionsero to doluptasperi unt fugit aut
pa dolupienim et, sequo eaqui dis quiae net volende nderum eleceperum qui
te maximolo blaborerione nusandem non commolo maio eum quid evello officipsam intur, suntior ibusdam, invellu ptatur?
Et molorepro to in consed quo ex estruptatur reperumquam, quis dolupidebit
preptur ibusciet volupta tecest ligenda cum, sa quiatem quas ma aceptatiis sitatem que voluptaquo essitia pre et aut odio bersperitem reperatias natae nulla
et et por rataspe lluptate sitat aborum laceati blaci incto volupti tem. Eperem
aut vellace provitas aut od qui dolorem comnima ducidi ario. Itat quam rem
expero mos ullaceptatem fuga. Haribus dolupta enda volorum dolent essi con
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A B O U T T H E R E G I O N / J E RU S A L E M

Left: Ipsunt et velit ilibearum net ium
alibus nobis nienis et esed moluptur,
quo qui anduciu. Opposite page:
Bus ium alibus nobis nienis et esed.

WHAT TO EXPECT

Sell to go here Xime eumquae
volest verisci volupti audissimi,
qui dolore parum acepraturias
quia volorrum ipsuscia dit, non
essunt la volorepuda que labo.
Et magnamet volo dis aperspe
ditendest, inctiandit quataspidunt ma incimus voluptae.

Post aut milis delendis quibeaqui
veliquamusti cum faccus reribus
conetus, omnis exeratis volore di
rerae eatiatibus
Opposite page: Dolupid undebit
quis mostio offictiis sam aspid
utatemquodi repta volorpore
doluptatiis nonecti restiberia
de sequi ut alis abo. Lic tenditin
conecte cullandae.

2
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• A collection of fascinating, lesser-known
stories about the culture of coffee and
global traditions
• Around 40 exclusive coffee recipes
reflecting the variety of coffee styles
• Documentary-style imagery makes this
an essential book for coffee aficionados
and curious baristas
LANI KINGSTON
is a food writer and consultant. She holds
Master's degrees in Food Studies and
Education, along with barista and pastry chef
qualifications. This is her third book on coffee,
and the first to be published by gestalten.

‘Kopi - C - peng kosong’ is just one
of the many coffee
names that confuse
countless visitors.
iassum iuntus sunti ipitat earum esedis idisi aut assin nos am inverum harumquod etur, vollant aborehenim et labora exped et etum hilit, omniatur?
Nam, quidunt otaerspellat as maximpost, odi ut ea et facepelent quam elibea quo magni optatur? Quia voloreh endictu sciassequam qui adit acersped
quis modi dolor a cus dolorehent dolecto tetum audiscidit labo. Udanderum,
consed mi, conse nobissum, suntur, ulluptatibea sendand ebitatatest, sin rae
am, simusap elluptus adici dolestorepta cum excepta tintionsequi nectestia
secti asimpor eseque ellestem eum a dolorion prae dolupta tiundunt omnienist eaquas earum cullectur aditionem rem doluptur? Quia soluptat.
Iquatur, sam incil iunt earum id enihilit laut eicil im verio. Tur, viditatam,
nimpor as re as ea voloribus sitioris nus acilique nus mo quam aperum rendaep reptatenem aut et excest, con plitasped quata nisi cor rector rempos adi
con conet adite doluptatur, sitas volor sitat eos alis remodio. Gent voluptatur
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Exceptional Recipes
and International Chefs
in Portrait: Volume 8

NEW

IKARUS INVITES THE WORLD’S BEST CHEFS
By: Martin Klein & Uschi Korda
Editor: Pantauro
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 344 pages,
24.9 × 33.5 cm, 9¾ × 13 inches
Price: € 59.95 (D) £ 45 $ 80 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-96704-028-9

RELEASE (EUROPE & UK): DECEMBER 2021
R E L E A S E ( I N T E R N AT I O N A L ) : F E B R U A RY 2 0 2 2

Explore Haute Cuisine with inspiring
chefs at Salzburg's Hangar-7.
SAMPLE COVER

Spearheading a new style of hospitality, each
month Restaurant Ikarus lets a different
international star chef take over its kitchen.
Responsible for the individual design of the
menu whether it is fusion cuisine, molecular
gastronomy, or a style synonymous with their
homeland, innovation, and personal flair are
the key ingredients. Under a dazzling ceiling
made from almost 2,000 panes of glass inside
Salzburg’s Hangar-7, these culinary masters
are reaching for the stars.
Ikarus Invites the World's Best Chefs document’s
the journey towards the plate, explaining
how the talented teams involved rise to the
challenge and passionately recreate these
bespoke menus. A sizzling mix of personal
commentaries and processes which pave the
way to perfection, this book grants an invitation to the top table.
WHAT TO EXPECT

• Insights into Hangar-7 and the esteemed
Restaurant Ikarus’ gourmet cuisine
• A inspirational book for bons vivants
who appreciate fine dining and unique
dining concepts
• Surveying the talent, dedication, and
team spirit crucial in the maintenance and
excellence of a high calibre restaurant
• Detailed information on how a selection
of dishes are prepared, step by step
• For professionals and dedicated
amateurs alike
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STAY FOR BREAKFAST

DIVINE FOOD

Recipes for
Every Occasion

Israeli and Palestinian Food
Culture and Recipes

Editors: gestalten & Simone Hawlisch
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 192 pages,
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 29.90 (D) £ 30 $ 40 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-643-8

THE GREAT OUTDOORS
120 Recipes for
Adventure Cooking

By: Markus Sämmer
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 272 pages,
20 × 27 cm, 8 × 10 ½ inches
Price: € 35 (D) £ 30 $ 50 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-948-4

NORDIC BY NATURE
Nordic Cuisine and Culinary
Excursions

Editors: gestalten & Borderless Co.
Features: Full color, linen quarter-binding,
hardcover, stitch bound, 304 pages,
24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches
Price: € 49.90 (D) £ 50 $ 69 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-947-7

Editors: gestalten & David Haliva
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 304 pages,
21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 35 (D) £ 35 $ 45 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-642-1

DELICIOUS WINTERTIME
The Cookbook for
Cold Weather Adventures

By: Markus Sämmer
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 272 pages,
20 × 27 cm, 8 × 10 ½ inches
Price: € 35 (D) £ 30 $ 50 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-650-6

STORY ON A PLATE
The Delicate Art
of Plating Dishes

Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 256 pages,
22.5 × 29 cm, 9 × 11 ½ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-987-3

EAT YOUR GREENS!
22 Ways to Cook a Carrot
and 788 Other Delicious
Recipes to Save the Planet

By: Anette Dieng & Ingela Persson
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 188 pages,
18 × 24 cm, 7 × 9 ½ inches
Price: € 29.90 (D) £ 25.99 $ 40 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-999-6

Be kind to yourself and the environment with this
book of tasty and simple vegetable-based recipes
to prepare at home.
There’s more to a potato than mash. Discover
new adventurous ways to prepare a parsnip
or cook a cabbage with this book of more
than 800 plant-focused recipes. From boiled
beets to roasted radishes, each chapter offers
countless methods to use a single vegetable.
You’ll be swapping boiled carrots for eggplant
fried with mint, garlic, and pine nuts faster
than you can say “kale.” Get to know your
way around the vegetable patch, and be kind
to yourself and the planet in the process.
Eat Your Greens! introduces more than
40 vegetables, explaining when they’re in
season, how best to store them, and what
ingredients they work well with.
ANETTE DIENG
worked as a chef before starting Ekolådan,
Sweden’s top vegetable-delivery-box company.
Today, she is a writer who is passionate about
helping people understand how food can be
produced in a sustainable way.

12 ways of preparing
savoy cabbage

Add apple slices, cook until warmed through.
Season with salt and pepper, then sprinkle with
chopped hazelnuts.

RAW
With scallion, baby leaf spinach,
mustard, and vinaigrette

FRY
With leek, garlic, mushrooms, pork,
and parsley

Cut savoy cabbage into thin slices. In a bowl,
combine with thinly sliced scallion and baby
leaf spinach. Whisk together 1 part whole grain
Dijon mustard, 1 part vinegar, 3 parts olive oil,
salt, and pepper. Add to the bowl and stir.

Cut the savoy cabbage into slices. Fry in butter
together with sliced leek and garlic over a low
heat until soft. Place on a platter. Fry mushrooms
and diced pork in the same skillet until golden
brown. Add to the cabbage. Season with salt
and pepper and top with parsley.

BOIL
With red onion, apple, and vinaigrette
Cut savoy cabbage into slices and boil in
a saucepan of salted water. Drain, rinse in cold
water, and drain again. Place in a bowl with
sliced red onion and chopped apples. Whisk
together 1 part apple cider vinegar, 3 parts
olive oil, salt, and pepper. Add to the bowl and
stir to combine.

In soups and stews
Shredded savoy cabbage adds extra flavor
to soups and stews.

With onion, cream, and cranberry
Cut savoy cabbage into slices. Sauté in a skillet
with butter and sliced onion until soft. Add
a splash of cream and cook for about 5 minutes.
Season with salt and pepper, then add fresh
cranberries.

With onion, garlic, white wine, stock,
and lemon
Cut savoy cabbage into slices. Sauté in a skillet
with butter, sliced onion, and garlic until
soft. Add a splash of white wine, cover with
vegetable stock, and simmer, covered, for about
5 minutes. Season with grated lemon zest, salt,
and pepper.

With onion, cream, apple, and hazelnuts
Cut savoy cabbage into thin slices. Sauté in a
skillet with butter and sliced onion until soft. Add
heavy cream and simmer for a few minutes.
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With onion, cream, apple, and mustard
Cut savoy cabbage into thin slices. Sauté in
a skillet with olive oil, butter, and finely chopped
onions until soft. Add cream and simmer until
smooth. Add diced apple and season with Dijon
mustard, salt, and pepper.

With onion, garlic, crème fraîche,
and Parmesan
Cut savoy cabbage into thin strips. Sauté in
a frying pan with olive oil, chopped onion, and
garlic until soft. Add crème fraîche and fold
into freshly cooked pasta. Season with salt and
pepper, top with grated Parmesan cheese.

In the wok
Savoy cabbage can be stir-fried in a wok.

ROAST
In cabbage meat loaf or cabbage rolls
Replace white cabbage with savoy cabbage
to make meat loaves with cabbage or stuffed
cabbage rolls.

With white wine, stock, butter,
and thyme
Cut savoy cabbage into wedges. Place on
a baking tray or in an ovenproof dish, season
with salt and pepper, then add equal parts of
white wine and stock. Dot with butter and thyme
and bake at 350 °F (175 °C) for 20–30 minutes.

Savoy cabbage with leek, garlic,
mushrooms, pork, and parsley. >
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Features: Full color, hardcover,
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PUMPKIN

“Seasonality, conservation and the combination
of flavors will soon hold no more secrets for
you.” DIM DAM DOM
STORING
Store pumpkin in a cool, dry
place or in the vegetable
drawer of the fridge. Once cut
into pieces, pumpkin should
be stored in the fridge. Puréed,
parboiled, or cooked pumpkin
is fine to freeze.

“The book is exactly what the title promises.
No complicated recipes.” DE MORGEN
Editors: Cathrin Brandes,
Christian Schneider,
Dirk Mönkemöller & Gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover,
stitch bound, 240 pages, 24 × 28 cm
Price: € 38 (D) £ 35 $ 49.95
ISBN: 978-3-89955-571-4

Pumpkins are the best-known—and most delicious—of all
winter squashes.
The flesh inside their hard yellow or orange skin is mild
and fresh with undertones of honey. It varies in color from
white to deep orange and is often quite stringy (this does
not apply to butternut squash).
Pumpkins should be stored at room temperature where
the skin hardens as they dry out. Thanks to their thick,
hard skin, pumpkins can be stored over the winter. Some
varieties (for example, red kuri squash), have relatively thin
skins which don’t need to be peeled, and this makes them
less suitable for winter storage.
Cook pumpkin chunks until soft in salted water or
stock, and combine with butter to make a purée; roasted
and puréed pumpkin chunks give creamy soups extra
character. It will acquire extra flavor if cooked with wine,
chili, or ginger. Crumbled feta or goat cheese also work
very well with pumpkin.
You can stir-fry thinly sliced or diced raw pumpkin. It is
also very tasty cubed, coated with oil, and seasoned with
garlic, thyme, salt, and pepper and baked in the oven until
soft and golden brown.

SEASON
Pumpkin is a long-growing crop
that is started in late spring or
early summer and harvested in
fall before the first frost.

“the Bible of vegetables” (translated from
Italian) ELLE

GOES WELL WITH
Pumpkin goes well with, for
example, root vegetables,
collard greens, garlic, chili,
ginger, pine nuts, walnuts,
hazelnuts, cumin, rosemary,
cinnamon, butter, feta cheese,
goat cheese, fish, chicken,
pork, and game.

< Pumpkin with yellow onion,
garlic, and herbs.
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Packed with city essentials, practical info,
in-depth interviews, and insightful tips,
Startup Guide aims to guide, empower, and
inspire people to transform their business
ideas into reality.
STARTUP GUIDE
now has over 30 books featuring cities and
regions across Europe, the Middle East, Asia,
Africa and the US. Each guide has essential
information about the local ecosystem, as well
as insights, howto’s, inspirational case studies,
and tips from entrepreneurs and experts.
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